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Abstract
Employee engagement has been used in previous literature as a management concept increasing
the success of an organisation. Environmental sustainability has become a critical issue for all
levels in the society and poses an urgent pressure to act. Previous research confirms that
employee engagement is effective when working towards environmental sustainability
development. Universities can have a substantial impact on how the collective mind is formed
and transformed and are therefore important stakeholders for environmental sustainability
development in the society. This thesis uses the previous work of Kahn and Gruman & Saks to
examine the role of employee engagement in environmental sustainability and explores the
management activities stimulating the increase of engagement among employees in
environmental sustainability. To answer these questions, employees and managers have been
interviewed at Jönköping University in Sweden. This thesis finds that employee engagement
appears to have a supporting role in environmental sustainability development. Additionally,
an extension of the Engagement Management Model is developed, providing the engagement
management literature with a holistic view of how engagement in environmental sustainability
can be managed in universities.
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1. Introduction
In this first chapter, a background of the underlying foundation for this thesis is presented in order to
provide an understanding of the topic. The section begins discussing the topic from a broad perspective
continuing by narrowing the issue down to an arising problem. The problematization will provide an
understanding of why the topic is important, after which the purpose of this thesis will be presented.

1.1 Background
Due to the rapid climate changes in the world, environmental sustainability has become a
critical priority (United Nations, 2019; Howard-Grenville, Buckle, Hoskins & George, 2014).
Morelli (2011) defines environmental sustainability as “a condition of balance, resilience, and
interconnectedness that allows human society to satisfy its needs while neither exceeding the
capacity of its supporting ecosystems to continue to regenerate the services necessary to meet
those needs nor by our actions diminishing biological diversity” (p.5). The climate change is
forcing environmental sustainability action at all levels of the society; from the small actions
of individuals to the large actions made by organisations and governments (Filho, Shiel, &
Paço, 2015). The pressure on organisations to act is increasing as the awareness and the visible
impact of climate change is apparent (Epstein & Buhovac, 2009; Keating, 2001). The pressure
originate from stakeholders such as institutional forces, policymakers, competitors and
consumers (Choi & Ng 2011; Montabon, Sroufe & Narasimhan, 2007; Zhu & Sarkis, 2007).
To satisfy stakeholder demands, all organisations need to achieve and sustain environmental
sustainability (Science Based Targets, 2019; Porter & Kramer, 2006). Even though many
organisations have taken action in the sustainability race, further development is still needed
(Bonini & Görner, 2011). While technological innovation towards environmental sustainability
has been a start, scholars have provided evidence that human behavior plays a crucial role in
the development towards environmental sustainability (eg. Young, Davis, McNeill, Malhotra,
Russell, Unsworth, & Clegg, 2013; Steg & Vlek, 2009). Accordingly, several authors argue
that employee engagement is a fundamental driver for human behavior (Ones & Dilchert, 2013;
Richman, 2006; Bates, 2004; Baumruk, 2004; Harter, Schmidt & Hayes, 2002) and can be a
valuable resource for an organisation to achieve and sustain environmental sustainability (Benn,
Teo, & Martin, 2015; Macey & Schneider, 2008). The founding father of employee engagement
was William Kahn (1990), who initially defined employee engagement as “the simultaneous
employment and expression of a person’s preferred self in task behaviors that promote
6

connections to work, personal presence (physical, cognitive, and emotional) and active full
performances” (p. 700).
During the process of developing environmental sustainability, it is important for employees to
be adequately engaged in the process in order for the organisation to avoid potential resistance
or the undermining of the changes that are asked of them (Davis, Leach, & Clegg, 2011; Weick
& Quinn, 1999). By engaging its employees, an organisation encourages individuals to assume
personal responsibility for environmental sustainability issues (Benn et al, 2015). Therefore,
managing employee engagement may increase the likelihood of a more effective and successful
implementation and development of environmental sustainability (Young et al., 2013; Ramus,
2001). There is a range of techniques and practices used by organisations to engage staff in
environmental sustainability initiatives (Young et al., 2013; Cox, Higgins, Gloster, Foley, &
Darnton, 2012; Osbaldiston & Schott, 2012). Practices such as team formation (Robertson &
Barling, 2013; Hanna, Rocky Newman, & Johnson, 2000), employee training (Teixeira,
Jabbour & de Sousa Jabbour, 2012), developing green leadership (Robertson & Barling, 2013;
Egri & Herman, 2000) and establishing a supportive culture (Kitazawa & Sarkis, 2000; Stone,
2000) are some of many management practices organisations can adopt to engage employees
in environmental sustainability initiatives and sustainable development. In 2009, MacLeod &
Clarke conducted a report to the British Government on employee engagement discovering four
broad inhibitors for effective employee engagement. All inhibitors had their foundation in lack
of awareness and/or understanding of the benefits and implementation of employee engagement
(MacLeod & Clarke, 2009).
Higher educational institutions such as universities are crucial agents in the environmental
sustainability issue (Filho et al., 2015; Lukman & Glavic, 2007), and several universities have
already begun implementing action towards environmental sustainability (Filho et al., 2015).
Universities are vital in the reproduction, expansion and widening of the collective mind, and
are therefore impacting the way in which the world is interpreted by all the individuals in the
society (Marton & Bowden, 1998). In response to environmental sustainability, the common
action of universities has been to establish an organisation or smaller group to address
environmental concerns (Filho et al., 2015). However, long-term sustainability requires
considerable amounts of individuals prioritizing the issue, creating new routines and structures
within the organisation (Filho et al., 2015). By providing a deeper understanding of the
employee engagement in relation to environmental sustainability, the management in Swedish
universities can gain insight in what role employee engagement plays in environmental
7

sustainability development and therefore improve their practices to reach more successful
outcomes (Benn et al., 2015; Ones & Dilchert, 2013; Macey & Schneider, 2008; Richman,
2006; Bates, 2004; Baumruk, 2004; Harter et al., 2002).

1.2 Problem Discussion
The present problem is today that many managers lack the awareness, the understanding of the
benefits, and the knowledge practices related to employee engagement (MacLeod & Clarke,
2009). As previously mentioned, the preservation of the natural environment is a critical priority
for all levels of the society, including organisations, and several scholars argue that human
behavior have shown to play a significant role in terms of developing environmental
sustainability in organisations (e.g. Young et al., 2013; Steg & Vlek, 2009). It can therefore be
vital for an organisation in the pursuit of developing and sustaining environmental sustainability
to understand what role employee engagement play in its development of environmental
sustainability, and to increase the understanding of how to manage the engagement of
employees (Benn et al., 2015; Jabbour & Santos, 2008).
Even though employee engagement is a widely researched topic itself, it lacks comprehensive
insights and research on the individual employee experience in green human resource
management when developing and institutionalizing environmental sustainability initiatives
(Merriman et al., 2016). Existing literature in the field proposes that specialists within human
resource management have limited understanding of how to manage environmental
sustainability practices with the help of their expertise, and that restricted attention has been
given to environmental sustainability issues as an integrated element of organisational practice
(Benn et al., 2015).
Additionally, there is limited research on the role of employee engagement in an organisation's’
environmental sustainability development (Ajmal, Khan, Hussain, & Helo, 2018; Benn et al.,
2015; Paillé, Boiral & Chen, 2013). While the priority of incorporating organisational
environmental sustainability is established among several organisations, the challenge of how
to integrate these issues remains (Merriman et al., 2016). Environmental sustainability has
become highly important and is a critical element for companies to survive in the long term
(Epstein & Buhovac, 2009; Keating, 2001). Furthermore, ambiguity remains regarding the
definition of employee engagement and the existing models on the subject are limited to a few
8

(Dalal, Brummel, Wee & Thomas, 2008; Macey & Schneider, 2008). Therefore, additional
research on the topic is required in order to further aid the development of environmental
sustainability within organisations to respond to the stakeholder pressures (Norton et al., 2017;
Benn et al., 2015; Aragon-Correa et al., 2013; Renwick et al., 2013; Epstein & Buhovac, 2009;
Macey & Schneider, 2008)
As argued by Filho et al. (2015), there is a raising awareness among universities of their
environmental impact, creating a need to understand how to operate their organisation in an
environmentally sustainable way. Lukman and Glavic (2007) further state that there is a need
for universities to demonstrate environmental sustainability. The importance has its foundation
in universities having the possibility to create a direct effect as well as an indirect effect on the
environment (Lukman & Glavic, 2007). While their environmental initiatives affect the people
directly related to the organisation, such as employees, it also has a dissemination effect to other
organisations, namely the indirect impact of affecting the students’ decisions in their future
careers (Filho et al., 2015; Pearson, Honeywood & O’Toole, 2005). This is further confirmed
by Marton and Bowden (1998), who propose that the university is the most critical instrument
in the process of forming how the collective mind is grasping the world. Additionally, in higher
education declarations such as The Kyoto Declaration of the international Association of
Universities, The Swansea Declaration and The COPERNICUS Charter of the European
Association of Universities, there is an idea of universities acting as role models for
environmental sustainability (Filho, Shiel, & Paço, 2015).
Lastly, studies on the subject within the Nordic region are limited to a few, even though the
Nordic countries are predominant in their environmental sustainability practices and therefore
provide a suitable research context in this field of research (Yale University, 2019).

1.3 Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the role of employee engagement in environmental
sustainability development and explore the management practices related to employee
engagement using the example of Jönköping University. Therefore, the following research
questions will provide the basis for this thesis:
RQ1: What is the role of employee engagement in the development of environmental
sustainability in Swedish Universities?
9

RQ2: In what ways can management practices in Swedish Universities be used to achieve
employee engagement towards environmental sustainability?
RQ3: How can employee engagement contribute to an increase of environmental
sustainability performance in Swedish Universities?

Keywords: employee engagement, environmental sustainability, University organisation,
management practices

1.4 Definitions

Employee
An employee is defined as “A person employed for wages or salary, especially at non-executive
level” (Oxford University Press, 2019).

Employee engagement
Kahn (1990) initially defined employee engagement as “The simultaneous employment and
expression of a person’s preferred self in task behaviors that promote connections to work,
personal presence (physical, cognitive, and emotional) and active full performances” (p. 700).

Environmental sustainability
Morelli (2011) defines environmental sustainability as “A condition of balance, resilience, and
interconnectedness that allows human society to satisfy its needs while neither exceeding the
capacity of its supporting ecosystems to continue to regenerate the services necessary to meet
those needs nor by our actions diminishing biological diversity” (p.5).
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Environmental sustainability development
When discussing environmental sustainability development, the authors refer to the
environmental aspect of sustainable development. Sustainable development can only be
achieved through the integration and acknowledgement of economical, environmental and
social issues throughout the decision-making process (Stoddart, Schneeberger, Dodds, Shaw,
Bottero, Cornforth & White, 2011). There are many definitions of sustainable development, but
the most frequently quoted definition is provided by the World Commission on Environment
and Development in the report Our Common Future (1987): "Sustainable development is
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” (Stoddart et al., 2011; Cerin, 2006; Dernbach, 2003).

Human resource management
Boxall & Purcell (2011) defined human resource management as “all those activities associated
with the management of employment relationships in the firm” (p.1). Watson (2010) later
provided a more comprehensive definition: “HRM is the managerial utilisation of the efforts,
knowledge, capabilities, and committed behaviours which people contribute to an
authoritatively co-ordinated human enterprise as a part of an employment exchange (or more
temporary contractual arrangement) to carry out work tasks in a way which enables the
enterprise to continue into the future” (p.919).

Manager
A manager is defined as “A person responsible for controlling or administering an organization
or group of staff” (Oxford University Press, 2019).

Organisational practice
Kostova & Roth (2002) define organisational practice as "...an organization's routine use of
knowledge for conducting a particular function that has evolved over time under the influence
of the organization's history, people, interests, and actions" (p.216).
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Stakeholder
Freeman originally defined stakeholder through his Stakeholder Theory in 1984 and is referred
to an actor with an interest in the organisation (Freeman, 1984). The actor can be an individual,
group or organisation and commonly refers to an organisations customers, suppliers, investors
and communities (Stakeholder Theory, 2018).

University
Marton and Bowden (1998) argue that learning is the defining element of a university and it is
distinguished from other learning institutions by combining learning on the collective and
individual level and comprises both research and studying by making knowledge developed by
the few available to the many. They further propose that the university is the most vital element
for how the collective mind is formed and transformed.

1.5 Delimitations
Corporate sustainability is a broad concept referring to economic, environmental and social
sustainability (Linnenluecke & Griffiths, 2010). However, this thesis is limited to
environmental sustainability, leaving opportunities for future research to include all three
concepts included in corporate sustainability.
This thesis is further limited to the investigation of Sweden. The authors are aware that the
study could be applicable to other countries but due to Sweden being a prominent country in
environmental sustainability, and the possibility of access, contributes to Sweden being a
suitable country to investigate.
In this thesis, the chosen field of examination within human resource management is the
concept of employee engagement. Human resource management is a broad field containing
many related practices which could be of relevance such as employee involvement and
employee behavior (Paillé, Chen, Boiral, & Jin, 2014). However, this thesis is limited to the
human resource management practice of employee engagement. The inclusion of other areas
provides opportunities for future research.
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The research has an organisational perspective involving both managers and employees to
receive a holistic perspective of the concept. To have the opportunity to fully understand the
role of employee engagement, the authors believe that it is of importance to receive perspectives
from both angles within the organisation.

This thesis is limited to the investigation of a single case in order to provide an in-depth research
of the subject. Therefore, comparative studies in this field of research provides additional
opportunities for further research.

The third research question presented by the authors is considered because of its importance.
However, the authors are mainly opening it for future research of a more positivistic nature.

Additionally, this area of research can be applied to several organisations within different
industries. However, this thesis is limited to the examination of a university and therefore there
is a possibility for the research outcome to differ if another organisation within a different
industry was in focus for the research.

Lastly, in this thesis, only the perspectives of managers and employees at Jönköping University
will be considered. While the population scope of Jönköping University is wider than the
employees and managers as it also includes students, the authors have made a deliberate choice
to only include managers and employees.
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2. Frame of Reference
The following section reviews the theoretical foundation most relevant for this thesis. This section begins
by providing existing literature of the concept of employee engagement and its definitions, followed by
a model of employee engagement management. This section further presents the literature considering
the importance of employee engagement in environmental sustainability and reviews the managerial
practices used to incorporate employee engagement with regards to environmental sustainability.
Lastly, this section is concluded with a short summary of the reviewed literature.

2.1 Conceptualizing employee engagement
Employee engagement has become increasingly popular among practitioners and consulting
firms (Borah, 2014). However, the meaning of employee engagement has remained ambiguous
among both researchers and practitioners (e.g. Dalal, Brummel, Wee & Thomas, 2008; Macey
& Schneider, 2008). Many human resource consultants avoid defining employee engagement
and rather refer to its presumably positive effects on organisational success (Dalal et al., 2008;
Macey & Schneider, 2008). Even though there is a wide range of research investigating
employee engagement, the definition has remained ambiguous with no agreed definition among
researchers. Having identified more than 50 different definitions during the course of this
literature review, the authors have chosen to include the definitions most frequently used in
previous research. Kahn (1990) initially defined employee engagement as “the simultaneous
employment and expression of a person’s preferred self in task behaviors that promote
connections to work, personal presence (physical, cognitive, and emotional) and active full
performances” (p. 700). Most commonly employee engagement has been defined among
scholars as emotional and intellectual commitment to the organisation (eg. Richman, 2006;
Shaw, 2005; Baumruk, 2004) or as the amount of discretionary effort shown by employees in
their work (eg. Frank, Finnegan & Taylor, 2004). Additionally, several scholars interpret
employee engagement as work passion, organisational commitment or job involvement (eg.
Jaupi & Llaci, 2015; Zigarmi, Nimon, Houson, Witt, & Diehl, 2009; Czarnowsky, 2008; Harter
et al., 2002). Maslach, Schaufeli & Leiter (2001) define employee engagement as “A persistent,
positive affective-motivational state of fulfillment in employees that is characterized by high
levels of activation and pleasure” (p. 417). By reviewing the alternative definitions of employee
engagement, the authors have chosen to build this thesis on the definition of employee
14

engagement advanced by Kahn (1990) in the first published work on the topic. Kahn’s (1990)
definition has repeatedly been used in organisational research since its introduction and
provides a comprehensive and relevant definition of the meaning of the topic.

2.2 Employee engagement as a driver for successful outcomes
Employee engagement allows for strategies to maximize employees’ potential at work, and
acknowledges that this is only possible if the employees feel involved, respected, heard and
valued by their supervisors, managers and colleagues (MacLeod & Clarke, 2009). Anecdotal
evidence exists across a wide range of industries suggesting there to be a link between employee
engagement and successful outcomes (MacLeod & Clarke, 2009). Further evidence on that
employee engagement is related to successful outcomes can be found within several studies.
Studies researching employee engagement related to success have found several positive
outcomes linked to employee engagement, including financial outcomes, profit growth,
improved performance, increased turnover, increased innovation, lower rates of sickness
absence, lower quality errors, improved customer service, higher client satisfaction, better
environmental sustainability performance and positive work experience (MacLeod & Clarke,
2009; Czarnowsky, 2008; Ketter, 2008).

2.3 Kahn’s three psychological conditions for employee engagement
Based on his ethnographic study, Kahn (1990) argued that three psychological conditions serve
as antecedents for personal engagement in the workplace: psychological meaningfulness,
psychological safety and psychological availability (Kahn, 1990).
Psychological meaningfulness refers to the individual’s belief regarding the amount of
meaningfulness he or she experiences in a role performance. It further encompasses the
incentives to engage and the sense that the employee is receiving a return on investment of his
or her “self-in-role”. This is achieved when employees feel important and valuable. Kahn
(1990) proposed that the factors influencing psychological meaningfulness are task
characteristics, role characteristics and work interactions.
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Psychological safety includes the employee’s perception of the amount of safety involved in a
role performance without having the fear of damaging his or her self-image, status or career. It
therefore relates to safe and predictable social environments with clear boundaries of acceptable
manner or conduct, where employees feel comfortable to risk self-expression. Kahn (1990)
suggested that the four factors impacting psychological safety include interpersonal
relationships, group and intergroup dynamics, management style and norms.
Psychological availability involves the employee’s perception of the extent of availability he
or she feels to the assigned role. It relates to the emotional and psychological resources available
for the employee to bring to his or her role performance. Kahn (1990) further argued that four
distractions affects psychological availability, namely depletion of physical energy, depletion
of emotional energy, insecurity as well as the employees’ outside lives.

2.4 The engagement management model
There are few existing models conceptualizing employee engagement along with its
antecedents and outcomes (Saks, 2006; Maslach et al., 2001). However, during the course of
this review, one relevant model was found which connects to Kahn’s (1990) theories on
employee engagement.

2.4.1 Gruman & Saks’s model for Employee Engagement Management
Gruman & Saks’s (2011) engagement management model was found to frame employee
engagement management and provides a comprehensive overview of how employees can be
managed towards engagement and, consequently, contribute to improved performance (see
Figure 1 below).
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Figure 1. The Engagement Management Model

Source: Gruman & Saks (2011)

The model begins with a performance agreement, which outlines the expectations of
accomplishment for the employee (Gruman & Saks, 2011). In this stage, the parameters
included in a job and its performance indicators as well as the associated expectations should
be subject to negotiation in order to support employee engagement (Gruman & Saks, 2011).
The psychological contract should be reviewed during the negotiation, to further support the
development of employee engagement (Gruman & Saks, 2011). The second element in the
model is engagement facilitation, which focuses on job design, coaching, leadership, supervisor
support and training to support employees and facilitate the development of employee
engagement (Gruman & Saks, 2011). Additionally, engagement facilitation includes the growth
of psychological capital, which further can support an increase in employee engagement
(Sweetman & Luthans, 2010). The next element is performance and engagement appraisal and
feedback, which emphasizes the employees’ perceptions of fairness and trust as drivers for
employee engagement (Gruman & Saks, 2011). Each preceding element in the model
contributes to employee engagement which, in turn, is connected to improved performance
(Gruman & Saks, 2011). The arrows in the model represent the engagement management
process, and the dotted lines serve as the drivers of employee engagement (Gruman & Saks,
2011).
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2.4.2 Connection between the Engagement Management Model and Kahn’s three
psychological conditions
The management practices in the engagement management model provides resources to
employees that can lead to Kahn’s (1990) three psychological conditions as antecedents for
employee engagement (Gruman & Saks, 2011). The three elements of (1) performance
agreement, (2) engagement facilitation and (3) performance & engagement appraisal and
feedback consists of management activities which can increase and/or decrease the
meaningfulness, safety and availability among the employees (Gruman & Saks, 2011).
Activities of performance agreement such as goal setting can, when organisational goals are
aligned with employee goals, create meaningfulness among the employees while psychological
contracts between employees and managers are foundations of psychological meaning, safety
and availability (Gruman & Saks, 2011). Job design is an activity of engagement facilitation
which can increase the meaningfulness of the employee if he or she can bring his or her true
self to the role (Gruman & Saks, 2011). However, if the job design is a poor fit to the employee,
it can lead to a decrease in meaningfulness and availability (Gruman & Saks, 2011). Using the
activities in a way that stimulates Kahn’s psychological conditions for the various elements,
can increase the engagement of the employee and, consequently, the performance (Gruman &
Saks, 2011).

2.5 Employee engagement as a driver for environmental sustainability
The importance of employees being engaged in environmental sustainability development has
been recognized for several years. Ones & Dilchert (2012) argue that individuals working
within an organisation is one of the most common denominators that can support or prevent the
implementation of environmental sustainability strategies, initiatives and efforts. Pereira &
Malik (2018) further support this by stating that organisations require a constitutional shift in
ways of thinking about employee engagement and doing business in order to sufficiently
manage their interface with the natural environment. In the global survey Creating a
sustainable future conducted by the American Management Association in 2007, in which
corporate sustainability was in focus, employee commitment, morale and engagement were the
8th most important key drivers in business decisions (American Management Association,
2007). Furthermore, several authors insinuate that there is an important relationship between
employee engagement and environmental sustainability (eg. Norton et al., 2017; Fairfield,
18

Knowles, Russell, Wirtenberg, Mahurkar-Rao & Judd, 2017; Pinzone, Guerci, Lettieri &
Redman, 2016; Aragon-Correa et al., 2013; Cameron, 2011). For instance, Pinzone et al. (2016)
draw the conclusion that engaged employees are required for an organisation to successfully
integrate long term pro-environmental behavior in environmental management practices.
Additionally, Cameron (2011) suggests that engaging employees in environmental
sustainability practices is crucial for an organisation to remain environmentally sustainable,
while Fairfield et al. (2017) go to the extent of referring to employee engagement as the heart
of management when developing an organisation into an environmentally sustainable
enterprise. Ajmal et al. (2018) further argue that core social factors drive the economic and
environmental sustainability within an organisation, and among the eight core social factors
investigated, employee engagement is one. Additionally, Benn et al. (2015) test the relationship
of employee engagement and the implementation of organisational greening. Support is found
for their third hypothesis of a positive relation between employee engagement and the
employees’ assessment of organisational performance, insinuating that employee engagement
should be taken into consideration when management deals with environmental sustainability
(Benn et al., 2015).

Several scholars have also been identified suggesting that the connection between employee
engagement and environmental sustainability works the other way around (e.g. MacLeod &
Clarke, 2009; Valentine & Fleischman, 2008a, 2008b; Wirtenberg, Harmon, Russell, &
Fairfield, 2007; IPSOS Mori, 2006). For instance, a study by IPSOS Mori (2006) argues that
aligning organisational values with employee ethics has a considerable impact on employee
engagement. The study further argues that organisations with strong CSR strategies found it
significantly easier to recruit talented employees. Several authors support this by stating that an
increase in environmental sustainability within an organisation can result in a positive
development of employee engagement (De Roeck & Maon, 2018; El Akremi, Gond, Swaen,
De Roeck, & Igalens, 2018; Aguinis & Glavas, 2017; Glavas & Kelley, 2014). Additionally,
Wirtenberg, Harmon, Russell, & Fairfield (2007) found that by incorporating environmental
sustainability practices within organisations, employees will be more engaged, since it provides
an opportunity for individuals within organisations to make a difference in the world.
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2.6 Management practices in employee engagement and environmental
sustainability
Empirical research have recognized several methods for engaging employees in environmental
management, including practices such as team formation (Robertson & Barling, 2013; Hanna
et al., 2000), employee training (Teixeira et al., 2012), developing green leadership (Robertson
& Barling, 2013; Egri & Herman, 2000) and establishing a supportive culture (Kitazawa &
Sarkis, 2000; Stone, 2000). There are considerable amounts of evidence stating that employees
appreciate the chance to exploit autonomy and creativity when the chance is given (Goleman,
Boyatzis, & McKee, 2002). Accordingly, managers need to provide the guidance and resources
needed and take on a supportive role, to further encourage employee engagement (Fairfield et
al., 2017). As previously mentioned, organisations having employees with the belief that the
organisation shows a large environmental commitment are more engaged in environmental
initiatives (MacLean & Behnam, 2010; Ramus & Steger, 2000). Hence, an organisational core
commitment to environmental sustainability is important when striving to achieve employee
engagement (Merriman et al. 2016). Additionally, environmental sustainability engagement at
the CEO level can be accomplished by emphasizing long-term compensation in relation to the
organisational level of performance (Berrone & Gomez-Mejia, 2009; Deckop, Merriman &
Gupta, 2006). However, research suggests that a more influential reward for performance is
represented for environmental sustainability aspirations and its corresponding compensations
at the individual project level (e.g. Merriman & Sen, 2012; Freher, 2002). While employee
engagement is highlighted as important it is often integrated in other terms and contexts within
human resource management when connected to environmental sustainability. Paillé et al.
(2013) discuss the engagement of employees through the term organisational citizen behaviour
towards environmental issues (OCBE) as a driver of environmental sustainability. OCBE are
the voluntary initiatives of an employee contribution to an environmentally sustainable
corporation (Paillé et al., 2013).

2.7 Summary of Frame of Reference
In summary, the concept of employee engagement has been highlighted as an important driver
in terms of organisational performance and the development of environmental sustainability
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within organisations (Fairfield et al., 2017; Benn et al., 2015; Cameron, 2011). Kahn (1990)
argued that three psychological conditions work as antecedents for employee engagement,
namely psychological meaningfulness, psychological safety and psychological availability.
Gruman & Saks (2011) have developed an engagement management model which connects to
Kahn’s (1990) theories on employee engagement. The engagement management model
includes the following 3 steps of (1) performance agreement, (2) engagement facilitation and
(3) performance & engagement appraisal and feedback. By practicing management activities
that stimulate Kahn’s three psychological conditions within these three steps, an organisation
can increase its level of employee engagement and therefore increase the performance of the
organisation (Gruman & Saks, 2011). The correlation between Gruman and Saks’s engagement
management model and Kahn’s three psychological conditions is illustrated in Figure 2 below.
Kahn’s three psychological conditions as well as the Gruman and Saks’s engagement
management model will be used as a foundation for this thesis by organising the empirical
findings and the analysis according to these theories.

Figure 2. The relation between The Engagement Management Model and Kahn’s Three Psychological
Conditions

Source: The authors (2019)
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3. Methodology
The following section provides the reader with an understanding of the interpretation of reality that
follows through the research, by determining the methodological approach. This is followed by a
comprehensive description of the research context as well as the conducted literature search process.
Furthermore, this section provides a thorough explanation of the collection and analysis of data. Lastly
the ethical considerations and trustworthiness of the study will be presented.

3.1 Philosophical standpoint
The aim of this thesis is to examine the role of employee engagement in environmental
sustainability by investigating how management works with employee engagement, and how
engaged employees can encourage environmental sustainability. In order to determine the most
suitable method for answering our research questions, our philosophical standpoint must be
established. We believe that there is not one single reality but several realities, depending on
the perspective of the individual. The reality between individuals can vary based on their
experience, on the individuals’ thoughts and what they feel. In employee engagement, Kahn’s
three psychological conditions as antecedents for employee engagement are based on
employees’ psychological perspectives and beliefs and since no one is fully identical to another,
it cannot be assumed that only one reality exists. Naturally, peoples’ feelings of environmental
sustainability vary in terms of what it means to them or how high or low they value
environmental sustainability. To discover the truth surrounding this issue, one cannot simply
observe, but must investigate the chosen phenomena in-depth across individuals. Only then the
truth can be found, in our belief.

Based on these beliefs we can argue for our philosophical standpoint starting with the
ontological perspective of the research (Easterby-Smith et al. 2018; Saunders, Lewis &
Thornhill, 2012). The ontological perspectives in the social sciences differ mainly between
realism, internal realism, relativism and nominalism (Easterby-Smith et al. 2018). We argue
that reality is socially constructed and that it differs between individuals. Therefore, we assume
there to be several realities to which the world can be interpreted, which is in line with the
ontological perspective of relativism (Easterby-Smith et al. 2018). The ontological perspective
of realism can be excluded as it considers there to be one reality, which is not in line with our
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research as we believe that reality can be interpreted in several ways (Saunders, Lewis &
Thornhill, 2012). Internal realism can also be excluded as it considers facts to exist, but can not
be accessed directly, and that the truth is obscure (Easterby-Smith et al. 2018). Nominalism can
further be excluded as this ontology assumes that the truth does not exist, and that facts are
constructed by humans (Easterby-Smith et al. 2018).

In the process of establishing the research philosophy, the epistemological position also needs
to be determined (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2012). Epistemology refers to the study of
theories of knowledge, and concerns what it means to know (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018;
Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007). When considering the epistemological positions within
social science research, there are two contrasting views of how research should be conducted,
namely positivism and social constructionism (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). The key idea of
the positivist view is that the world exists externally and can be measured through objective
methods rather than subjective measures (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2012). Social
constructionism focuses on what people are thinking and feeling and aims to understand
different experiences rather than external factors that explain their behavior (Easterby-Smith et
al., 2018).

This thesis aims to increase the understanding of employee engagement in environmental
sustainability. Therefore, subjective measures are required in order to increase the
understanding of the subject, focusing on what people are thinking and feeling rather than
external factors impacting the engagement of employees. Thus, a social constructionist view is
in line with this thesis. Additionally, as social constructionism is linked to the relativist
ontology, this further strengthens the assumption that social constructionism is a suitable
epistemology for this research (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). In conclusion, based on these
arguments, the philosophical standpoint of social constructionist relativism has been
established.

3.2 Research design

3.2.1 Research Purpose
There are three different research purposes generally used within research: exploratory,
explanatory or descriptive (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2012). Exploratory research is used
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when the study’s phenomena is distinguished by a lack of comprehensive preliminary research
and when a specific research context is used. It is commonly used when the study poses “what”
questions and aims to seek insights, clarify concepts or explore ideas (Yin, 2013). Due to the
lack of awareness and understanding of the implementation of employee engagement, and the
lack in previous research regarding its role in environmental sustainability development within
organisations, an exploratory research purpose is appropriate for this thesis (Easterby-Smith,
Thorpe, Jackson Jaspersen, 2018; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Yin, 2013). Additionally, this
approach is aligned with this thesis as the aim is to explore management practices related to
employee engagement, provide clarity to its role in environmental sustainability, and poses
“what” questions. For a study to use a descriptive approach it should not aim to seek
understanding but rather to describe a phenomenon, which is not the purpose of this study, nor
is explanatory which seeks to answer “how” and “why” questions (Yin, 2013).

3.2.2 Research Approach
Research approaches can be divided into two categories, namely deductive and inductive
approaches (Saunders et al., 2012). When using a deductive approach, the researcher starts by
reviewing previous literature to provide a basis for theory, which is then empirically tested
through hypotheses and propositions confirming or rejecting the theory (Thomas, 2006). When
using an inductive approach, the researcher starts by identifying patterns and broad themes
within the chosen field of research by including participants’ views, which are used to generate
theory (Curry, Nembhard & Bradley, 2009) A third approach has more recently emerged in
research, namely the abductive approach (Dubois & Gadde, 2002). With an abductive approach
the researcher uses characteristics from both deductive and inductive approaches (Saunders et
al., 2012). The researcher uses existing theory to develop a foundation for the research and
continuously advances and adjusts it during the research process (Saunders et al., 2012; Dubois
& Gadde, 2002). Considering the fact that we have investigated the relevant theory within the
subject through a literature review to provide a foundation for our data collection, hence
contributing to a deeper understanding of the topic as well as an extension of theory, an
abductive approach is appropriate for this study.
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3.2.3 Research Strategy
A qualitative research design is appropriate for this study given the scarcity of research within
the field and the fact that this thesis has a strong focus on questions such as “In what ways...”
and “what is the role of…” emphasizing what things mean and how things work (EasterbySmith et al, 2018). We have more specifically based our research on a single case study
investigating the role of employee engagement in environmental sustainability development,
and its related management practices. Yin (2013) proposes that a case study is appropriate if
the researcher has no control over behavioral circumstances in the research and the research has
a strong focus on contemporary issues. Since this study had no control over the behavioral
circumstances in the researched case, and focuses on contemporary concerns (employee
engagement and environmental sustainability), a case study is an appropriate choice for our
research (Yin, 2013).

One of the key decisions when conducting a case study is to decide how many and which
specific cases to choose for the data collection and analysis (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018).
However, some degree of controversy exists in relation to this issue. While Eisenhart (1989)
argues that between 4 and 10 cases is an appropriate amount, Dyer and Wilkins (1991) suggest
that a maximum of two cases is enough. In respect of this discussion, Voss (2010) proposes that
the optimum amount of cases depends on what results the study aims to achieve. By taking this
into consideration, we have chosen that the best approach for the aim of our research is to
conduct a single case study to ensure an in-depth investigation of the role of employee
engagement in environmental sustainability development. Even though we are conscious that
an analysis of several cases would provide sufficient information, which would enable us to
make comparisons, several reasons contributed to the choice of conducting a single case study.
A clear relation between employee engagement and environmental sustainability has been
established, but there is a lack of qualitative in-depth research within this field. Additionally,
there is a wide range of management practices which can be applied to engage employees, but
it remains unclear how management can work to motivate employee engagement towards
environmental sustainability, and consequently a single case study would provide an
opportunity to investigate how these work in-depth.
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3.3 Research context
The chosen research context is Jönköping University located in Sweden, which provides a
highly relevant research context for the aims of this thesis. Sweden has during several years
been in the forefront of environmental sustainability (OECD, 2014) and universities, as
previously mentioned, are highly relevant to examine in relation to the topic environmental
sustainability due to their broad effects on the organisations themselves and the indirect effects
of the future decisions made by students (Lukman and Glavic, 2007). Jönköping University
includes four schools; Jönköping International Business School, School of Education and
Communication, School of Health and Welfare, and School of Engineering. Jönköping
University consists of approximately 12 600 students who are represented by a student
association in each school, namely JSA, LOK, Hälsosektionen and HI Tech (Jönköping
University, 2019). Since three years back, the JU sustainability & Diversity Network has been
active at Jönköping University. It is an organisation at the university with the vision of “A world
where purpose, people, planet and profit collectively thrive” and with the mission to “Inspire
all JU stakeholders to collaborate, engage and innovate for a better world”.

The organisation consists of a three-level network. The inner level, the core, consists of 5 board
members’ representation of 5 organisations at JU and a student representative from the
organisation Students for Sustainable Action. The second level is called the consultative group
and is represented by several members from each school and the presidents of JSA, LOK and
Hälsosektionen, summed up to the current total of 19 members. By including both
representatives from employees at JU and students, the network is enabled to reach all
individuals active within JU.

The third, outer shell, of the network refers to every academic, administrative staff and every
student with an interest in engaging in the JUSD network, currently involving around 70
individuals.

The ambition of the three-level network is to develop a sustainable and diverse campus aligned
with the Agenda 2030, namely the UN global goals for sustainable development (UNDP, 2015).
Although JU involves many stakeholders, the employees and managers at JU provide the
research context for this thesis, which refers to the administrative staff and academics both
within the JUSD network as well as outside the network. By including both members and non26

members of the JUSD network, this thesis ensures an objective view of the employee
engagement towards environmental sustainability at JU.

3.4 Literature search
At the initial stage of the literature search we began by scouting for articles in Google Scholar.
Since Google Scholar provides a large volume of data related to the search term and does not
require the same specific search terms as in journal databases, it provided the opportunity to
find all relevant literature for the aim of this thesis.

We continued the literature search by using the keywords "employee engagement" AND
"environmental sustainability" in the academic database Scopus. This provided relevant, but
few results. Therefore, a specific but broad search term was developed, resulting in the search
employee* AND engage* AND (environment* OR climate) AND (sustainab* OR
performance*) which resulted in 117 articles when refined to business, management and
accounting. 29 articles were chosen. Additionally, the academic database Web of Science was
used to ensure that no relevant literature within the field would be excluded from the literature
review. Including all relevant keywords, the search (employee* OR staff) AND engagement
AND (environment* OR climate) AND sustainability AND (practice* OR develop*) resulted
in 31 articles when refining the search to the categories Management and Business. 10 of these
articles were included in the literature review. While reviewing the found articles, additional
relevant articles were found within the references of the found articles.

When developing the first three chapters, additional searches of literature were required as the
topic and research context evolved to its final form. Additional searches on Google Scholar
were conducted including search terms such as “University and environmental sustainability”.
The chosen articles were critically chosen and more articles related to the topic were found
within the references of the chosen articles. The literature search provided a rich volume of
literature. During the literature search the credibility of the sources were iteratively evaluated
in regard to their relevance.
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3.5 Unit of Analysis
The unit of analysis is the level of which the data is collected and can be referred to individuals,
groups or organisations (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). The aim of this thesis is to explore the
role of employee engagement and the management practices related to employee engagement.
Therefore, this thesis examines employee engagement at the organisational level using a holistic
view.

3.6 Data Collection

3.6.1 Sampling Strategy
When conducting research, the researcher can choose a sampling strategy to select the case and
participants for the study (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). Deciding a sampling strategy is useful
for when the study is limited to one or some organisations within an industry and/or when the
study is applied to few members within an organisation rather than all, namely when the authors
seek a subsample of the entire population (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018).

When deciding a sampling strategy, the researcher can choose between probability sampling
designs or non-probability sampling designs (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). Probability
sampling refers to the strategies where each entity of the population has the same probability
of being sampled, while in the latter sampling design it is not known whether the entities have
the same probability of being selected (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018).

For this thesis, a set of criteria was developed for the selection of the case and the participants,
which were required to be met in order to provide relevant empirical results in line with the
research purpose. Hence, the sampling strategy used is a non-probability sampling, more
specifically purposive sampling. Purposive sampling is highly relevant for this thesis as the
usage of purposive sampling is suitable when the researcher has a clear idea of what criterias
the sample unit must fulfill to be relevant for the purpose of the study (Easterby-Smith et al.,
2018). The criteria for the case is presented in Table 1 and the criteria for the participants is
presented in Table 2 and 3 in the following section.
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Table 1. Selection of case
Criteria

Selection

Description

Organisation

University

We will examine a university
which has a vital role in
environmental sustainability
development in the society

Geographical Location

Sweden

We will examine a swedish
university as sweden is
prominent in environmental
sustainability development

Sustainability Initiatives in
Organisation

JU Sustainability & Diversity
Network

We will examine the network
working with environmental
sustainability to get valuable
insights on the issue

Size

Large >250 employees*

We will examine a larger
organisation where the access
to managers and employees is
at a sufficient level

*OECD defines large organisations as those who employ 250 or more (OECD Data, 2019)

3.6.2 Selection of participants

When selecting participants, the authors aimed towards having disperse among the participants
in terms of which faculty the participant work at, variation of gender and apparent interest in
the topic. By conducting interviews with both employees within the JUSD network with an
apparent engagement in environmental sustainability, and with employees outside the network,
the objectivity of the study is ensured. The inclusion of members outside the JUSD network
could appear to be used for cross comparison. However, this is not the aim of this thesis but
rather useful in providing fruitful insights from different perspectives. Additionally, these
factors would also be stimulated by including interviewees from all faculties at Jönköping
University. The complete sample unit of 10 consisted of two smaller sample units, A and B.
The reason for dividing the sample units was to allow for important variation within the entire
sample unit.

Table 2. Criteria of sample unit A
Criteria of sample unit A

Selection

Description
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Employment

Permanent at JU with a
minimum of worked time 6
months

To ensure that participants have
sufficient knowledge about the
organisation

Manager-level

Official responsibility over
staff

Manager insights

Employee-level

No official responsibility over
staff

Employee insights

Members within sustainability
network

Member within JUSD Network
board or consultative group

To receive a unit with
participants engaged in
environmental sustainability

Table 3. Criteria of sample unit B
Criteria of sample unit B

Selection

Description

Employment

Permanent at JU with a
minimum of worked time 6
months

To ensure that participants have
sufficient knowledge about the
organisation

Manager-level

Official responsibility over
staff

Manager insights

Employee-level

No official responsibility over
staff

Employee insights

Non-members within
sustainability network

Not a member of JUSD board,
consultative group or network

To receive a unit of participants
not officially engaged in
environmental sustainability

To provide useful insights from employees who actively engage in environmental sustainability
at JU, members from the JUSD network were contacted. Two members were excluded from
the request to avoid biases as they are involved in the final grading of this thesis. The request
was sent out to nine network members resulting in eight responses where one was declined as
his/her position at JU could not be defined as an “employee” or “manager” and one was
interested but was unable to participate. To provide objectivity to this thesis, 15 employees and
managers outside the JUSD network were contacted. Out of these, four did not reply, six were
unable to participate and one was an external consultant, being inappropriate for the aim of this
thesis. Four were available and willing to participate.
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3.6.3 Primary Data

This thesis is based on primary data supported by the triangulation of secondary data. The
primary data was collected through both observation during a JUSD network meeting as well
as semi-structured interviews with employees and managers at JU including both members and
non-members of the JUSD network. Semi-structured interviews are appropriate for this thesis
as they provide the opportunity to ask questions relevant for the research purpose and allow the
interview to go in-depth and the interviewees to develop their own thoughts (Easterby-Smith et
al. 2018). 10 interviews were conducted with 6 employees and 4 managers at Jönköping
University. Each interviewee was interviewed individually, and the length of the interviews
varied between 30 to 60 minutes. The interviews with the JUSD Network members were
commonly longer than those outside the network.

Table 4. Interview summary
Respondent

Interviewee

Position in

Position Outside

Name in Empirical

Length of

Network

Network

Findings

Interview

Sustainability

62 min

Network Leader Employee

1

Champion

Interviewee

Network

2

Member

Interviewee

Non-Network

3

Member

Interviewee

Network

4

Member

Interviewee

Non-Network

5

Member

Interviewee

Network

6

Member

Employee

N-Employee 2

49 min

Employee

Employee 3

32 min

Manager

N-Manager 4

56 min

Manager

Manager 5

34 min

Employee

N-Employee 6

46 min
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Interviewee

Non-Network

7

Member

Interviewee

Network

8

Member

Interviewee

Non-Network

9

Member

Interviewee

Network

10

Member

Manager

Manager 7

47 min

Employee

N-Employee 8

57 min

Employee

Employee 9

32 min

Manager

N-Manager 10

30 min

In the chapter Empirical Findings, Interviewee 1, who is the JUSD network leader and the
sustainability champion of JU, is named Sustainability Champion. Interviewee 1 agreed to
disclose this information even though this revelation might violate her anonymity in this thesis.
The remaining interviewees are named “Employee no.X” or “Manager no.X” according to their
current position at JU. The interviewees involved in the JUSD Network are additionally given
the letter “N” for “Network Member”. The authors believe that the distinction of members and
non-members is of importance to the findings as the employees within the network are
presumably naturally more engaged. Additionally, they can be involved in employee
engagement management even if they don’t have the positions as managers at JU outside the
network, which further underlines the importance of the distinction of members and nonmembers.

In addition to the interviews, a participant observation was conducted by attending a 30-minute
meeting held by the JU Sustainability & Diversity board and consultative network followed by
a 1,5-hour meeting open to anyone at Jönköping University. The researchers were attending the
meeting as observers-as-participants, meaning; they were participating in the activity but
avoided any impact of their presence (Easterby-Smith et al. 2018). The observation provided
the researchers with the opportunity to observe the participants’ engagement and enthusiasm in
the activities during the meeting and to receive useful information about the history, members
and aims of the network.
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3.6.4 Secondary Data

The primary data is supported by secondary data through the triangulation of information
relevant to the research retrieved from web pages, articles, and internal corporate documents.
Triangulation is the use of other sources and methods to reduce biases and to cross examine the
interpretations of participant responses and data in particularly a qualitative research (Guba,
1981). This triangulation process enabled the researchers to broaden their understanding of the
topic and provided a necessary foundation required to interpret the primary data.

3.7 Data analysis
Since qualitative studies are crafted through cyclical research processes, the different
approaches for analysing data provides framing in such a way that it supports a reduction of the
complexity that exists in the nature of qualitative studies (Easterby-Smith et al. 2018). There
are several different approaches of framing and interpreting data when conducting qualitative
research. For this thesis, a qualitative content analysis has been used. A qualitative content
analysis aims at drawing systematic assumptions from qualitative data structured by a set of
ideas or concepts (Easterby-Smith et al. 2018). The researcher investigates the presence,
meanings and relationships of these ideas or concepts in the data. These ideas or concepts
emerge from a pre-existing theory or hypotheses, from the research questions or from the data
itself (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005; Flick, 2009). For this thesis, the data was thoroughly
examined, having the two established research questions (RQ 1 and RQ 2) as criteria for the
selection of relevant data. After selecting all relevant data for this thesis, the data was analyzed
according to emerging themes and concepts relevant for answering the research questions.
These themes and concepts were determined having the research questions, Kahn’s (1990) three
psychological conditions and Gruman & Saks (2011) engagement management model in mind.
Once the themes and concepts were established, a network diagram was created, in order to
identify the connections and variations within and between the themes and concepts. The
diagram is presented in Appendix 1.
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3.8 Ethics
When conducting research, there are ethical considerations that needs attention (EasterbySmith et al. 2018). To avoid causing any harm to the participant/s investigated, Bell and Bryman
(2007) present ten key principles in research ethics to protect both the interest of the research
participants as well as the integrity of the research community (Easterby-Smith et al. 2018; Bell
& Bryman, 2007).

In order to protect the interests of participants, several measures were taken. Firstly, the
interviews were voluntary and the participants as well as the organisation had the option to
remain anonymous. A letter of consent was provided to each participant and the participants
were informed about the purpose and nature of the study prior to the interviews. Additionally,
the participants were provided with the option to withdraw their participation in the study at
any time during the research process.

During the course of the research, the empirical data was continuously cross checked with the
interviewees to ensure correct interpretation of the data. To ensure complete confidentiality, the
gathered data was safely stored at the hard drives of the researchers’ computers, access of which
is limited to the researchers only. Lastly, the data was exclusively read by the researchers in
order to protect the interviewees privacy, excluding the possibility of any harm caused to the
participants due to the existence of the data. All data from the empirical findings required
approval from the participants involved in order to be shared or published.

To protect the integrity of the research community the authors have remained transparent in the
process and purpose of the study. The researchers have carefully considered the risk of biases
due to the researchers having a personal connection to the research context. No false reporting
of findings is presented.

3.9 Research quality
When conducting qualitative research, it should be noted that criticism has been directed
towards qualitative research in the light of ensuring quality (Shenton, 2004). Compared to
quantitative research, which uses hard facts and testable hypotheses, the quality in qualitative
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research is more interpretative and depends on the researchers’ approach when conducting the
study (Easterby-Smith et al. 2018). To ensure trustworthiness Guba (1981) presented a set of
criterions to be considered when crafting qualitative research; (1) credibility, (2) transferability,
(3) dependability and (4) confirmability. Alongside with these criterions, methods available for
researchers are used to conform the criterions, which are presented below applied to this study
(Guba, 1981).

Credibility indicates the validity of the data (Guba, 1981). To ensure credibility, the researchers
have triangulated the data by cross-checking the data through different sources such as
interviewees’ responses and verification from previously published peer-reviewed articles. By
triangulating the data the researchers have increased the assurance that the data is not biased
(Guba, 1981). During the qualitative interviews, member checks were performed to ensure an
honest and accurate interpretation of the interviewees’ responses (Guba, 1981). During the
research process this thesis has been peer reviewed by peer researchers and a thesis supervisor
during four occasions, and the critique and feedback received has been thoughtfully considered.
Lastly, access to transcribed interview records are available upon request if any asstertation
later should be tested.

Transferability refers to the degree of which the findings can be applied to future studies and
context (Guba, 1981). To ensure transferability, the researchers have used a purposive sampling
design, to ensure a maximization of the perspectives, and not limiting the interviewees to only
being employees and managers with an apparent interest in environmental sustainability (Guba,
1981). Additionally, a comprehensive description of the research context is provided for a
possible assessment regarding the transferability of the study to other contexts such as
countries, industries or organisations (Guba, 1981).

The third criteria is dependability, which refers to the consistency of the research (Guba, 1981).
To ensure dependability, a thoroughly described process of how the data was collected,
analyzed and interpreted is provided in order to evaluate the consistency of the research (Guba,
1981). Furthermore, by participating in the previously mentioned seminars, the authors received
feedback and input during the course of the research to ensure dependability and that the
guidelines of the University are followed.
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To ensure confirmability, also referred to as the objectivity of the study, the underlying
epistemological assumptions are revealed to the reader (Guba, 1981). The triangulation of data,
mentioned above, is an additional contributor to the confirmability of the study (Guba, 1981).
Lastly, due to the authors having a relation to the organisation investigated, two external peers
were asked to provide feedback of the study to avoid subjectivity.

Finally, the authors want to make the reader aware of there being an abrupt change during the
late stage in the writing process of this thesis. The original organisation declined the request of
participation in the thesis due to internal time pressures. The declined request resulted in a delay
in the research process. The new research context was an equal fit to for the research purpose.
However, the change led to a few minor changes in chapter 1 and 2 and also affected the
selection of participants as the delay caused a time pressure due to the approaching deadline.
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4. Empirical Findings
In the following section, findings from the empirical data will be presented. First, the interviewees’
perceptions of the importance of universities being environmentally sustainable are presented, followed
by a thorough investigation of the findings related to Kahn’s three psychological conditions as
antecedents for employee engagement. This is followed by a connection of the findings to Gruman and
Saks’ Model for Engagement Management. Lastly, findings driving employee engagement in
environmental sustainability are provided.

4.1 The important impact of environmental sustainability within universities

When the interviewees discussed the importance of a university demonstrating environmental
sustainability, the answers were related to the indirect effect of affecting students’ values as
well as the research among the academics. N-Manager 4 highlighted the importance of “live as
we learn” to engage in the direct activities within environmental sustainability but stated that
the major impact is created through research and education.
“We try to live as we learn and of course we try to be good in all aspects in what we call direct
sustainability. Mostly though it’s about consumption of things. I think it's hard to understand how JU
or the school of engineering should be typical supporting social sustainability and economical
sustainability unless you’re talking about research and education [...] of course when you come to
education and research it is our biggest impact on society. Lots of youngsters or staff come here every
day and if we can make a difference to environmental sustainability and it’s just about that and they
take it out with them. Well, that’s our impact, big impact, but to make that true you also have to live as
you learn [...]” - N-Manager 4

The sustainability champion at JIBS emphasized the importance of engaging employees and
students to indirectly create a positive impact in the society.
“Well, my purpose is to activate JU employees and students so that they actually create the change.
Because this just can’t be done by just five people in the board and that it becomes a long-term vision.
So that when I’m not here, or when the board [is not here], this whole campus is really vibrating and
helping to create change for the municipality, for the region. That each student that comes here is
inspired and that it’s been like a life changing experience for them once they will go out and work and
in their personal life.” - Sustainability Champion
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The same belief was highly apparent during Interview 8. Education and research were two
important areas of where to include environmental sustainability.
“It's important to strengthen sustainability as a content and also as a process in all kinds of university
programs, in higher education programs, and also in research, and to sort of highlight these issues.
Because otherwise there will be no future and no use for education at all.” - N-Employee 8

The importance of students was highlighted even further later during the interview when being
asked of his/her perception of engaged employees in terms of environmental sustainability
development at universities.
“[...]maybe I don't think that our greenhouse gas emissions are the most important, the most important
is our emission of students, what kind of students that emit to society. Of course, I think we should really
decrease our ecological footprint, carbon footprint [at JU]. Otherwise, we are not maybe trustworthy.
But what has the main impact is the students actually and also what kind of products in terms of research
that we produce and how we use it and how it will be used [...]. But very much it is about what we teach
and how we teach it.” - N-Employee 8

N-Manager 10 emphasized the inclusion of several occupations, further supporting the value of
universities being an important stakeholder in terms of promoting and including environmental
sustainability within education.
“If we look at the university as a totality, we are educating the future staff everywhere. If the students
come out with a perception of the importance of environmental sustainability in various ways, you as
civil economists will do it in your way. Occupational therapists, nurses, etc, will do it in their ways.
Then we spread it. And as such, universities are very, very important stakeholders towards getting a
better society.”- N-Manager 10

4.2 Kahn’s three psychological conditions

When investigating the interviewees’ engagement towards environmental sustainability,
findings appeared which could be connected to Kahn’s three psychological conditions later in
the analysis. The following section is divided into three subsections which presents the
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interviewees’ (1) motivation and demotivation for engagement towards environmental
sustainability, (2) perception of attitudes towards environmental sustainability at JU and (3)
perception of possibilities and practical limitations to engage in environmental sustainability.

4.2.1 Motivation and demotivation for engagement towards environmental sustainability at
JU
When investigating the motives of employees and managers within and outside the JUSD
network to engage, the interest in environmental sustainability varied between members and
non-members. When asking employees and managers within the network what motivated them
to engage in environmental sustainability, interest in the issues was one emergent theme that
motivated the feeling of wanting to contribute voluntarily. When asking employees and
managers outside the JUSD network about their motivation for engagement in environmental
sustainability, wanting visible results and feeling limited of what can be done were emergent.

As pointed out by N-Employee 2, allocated working time to members within the network
further motivates the engagement as it is perceived as more serious. In addition, personal
interest was a relevant motivation for his/her engagement.
“I have been asked to join the network before, but then when a colleague told me that, I think it was the
rector, was putting resources to support, and give people who worked in the network time to actually
work in it, it felt that it was more serious so that was one motivation for doing it; just a practical
motivation [...] and also general interests in these kinds [environmental sustainability] of approaches”.
- N-Employee 2

Employee 3 felt that engaging in environmental sustainability does not bring something in
return, as the results cannot be identified directly.
“[...] I don’t think environment is my first option. Because it doesn’t truthfully bring me something in
return. Well of course it's nice to have a clean lake and nice air to breath but its too far a stretch to
think if I do this it affects this, you won’t see results straight away.” - Employee 3

In contradiction, the sustainability champion implied that results are inspiring her engagement
towards environmental sustainability.
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“I don’t feel inspired by doing my work, I feel inspired by seeing results. If I see that students are
inspired, if I see that employees are inspired and if see change happening. The day I will see people
replanting this campus and greening it, and also if we have visitors coming and if we can inspire others,
then I’m happy you know. Then I see some results.” - Sustainability Champion

Manager 5 further pointed out that he/she feels limited of how he/she can impact, and the
opportunities are difficult to identify.
“I would like to engage more in environmental sustainability, but I still feel limited by what I can impact
[...] I don't really see the opportunities, even though I have read about it and contributed to some
environmental plans and such.” - Manager 5

N-Employee 6 implied that his/her engagement stems from every person having individual
responsibility to work with environmental sustainability.
“The planet is dying, and I think that it is every individuals’ responsibility regardless of the position
that they have to contribute with something and to do something better today than they did yesterday.
Because if none of us do anything the planet isn't gonna get any better. So it's our individual
responsibility to work towards environmental sustainability and to make things better.” - N-Employee
6

N-Manager 4 further highlighted the importance of personal engagement in environmental
sustainability by implying that the work with these issues is much more joyful and energizing
when it is voluntary.
“I would say that the whole model works only because of personal engagement [in environmental
sustainability] and I personally believe strongly in that part because it's much more joyful and
energizing to work with. If you just say why are you here? I want to. That’s better than I get ordered by
my manager to be here.” - N-Manager 4

Manager 7 implied that he/she feels engaged towards the aims the university has towards
environmental sustainability, and also mentioned that it is important, but he/she finds higher
value in the work of larger organisations towards environmental sustainability than what can
be done at the individual level.
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“I would say that I feel engaged towards the aims that the institution has towards environmental
sustainability [...] we [the individual] need to be responsible in our action, we need to save water,
energy and whatever but at the same time you see that there are at the big scale so many misconducts
or so many violations of the principles that we can do not nothing about personally. So our individual
initiative is important, and being individually committed is important, but it's equally important, also,
that really big decision making centers and bigger organizations takes charge of this.” - Manager 7

4.2.2 Employees’ and managers’ perceived attitudes of environmental sustainability at JU
The employees and managers both within and outside the JUSD network were asked about their
perception of their colleagues’ attitudes when addressing the issues of environmental
sustainability. The attitudes were commonly perceived as neutral or positive both within and
outside the network. N-Manager 4 addressed that even though someone is not interested, he/she
is usually not against environmental sustainability.
“[...] maybe you find someone that’s not so interested but they are not against environmental
sustainability. We don’t have a lot of those persons that would say that they hate this. I haven’t noticed
that in one single person and that’s good.“ - N-Manager 4

Employee 3 implied that the attitudes are positive as long as it doesn't affect your work and said
that no one really wants to hurt the environment.
“As long as it doesn’t affect your work a lot, so it takes a lot of effort from you and then it’s always a
question of is it something that we really need to do but otherwise its positive reactions. No one really
wants to hurt the environment”. - Employee 3

N-Manager 10 also had the perception that the attitudes towards environmental issues are
positive. However, when engaging employees, he/she underlined the importance of being
careful not to force his/her opinions on others as it could have a negative effect on the attitudes.
“[...]so including it [environmental sustainability] in everywhere where I work in the education, when
we talk about the profession etc, that's one way without “nagging”. Yeah, that doesn't help. Without
forcing my perception on others too much.” - N-Manager 10
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Manager 7 provided a similar perception, arguing that pro-environmental sustainability
attitudes can cause a counterproductive effect if being too exaggerated.
“I would say that someone is really really much more committed in terms of what I am, personally, but
at the same time I also think that having too much of a flower power attitude about sustainability is
counterproductive, because it's a too naive approach and you are not credible. In order to be really
critical in promoting this agenda, you need to know how things actually work in terms of technology
and in terms of the hard core of organizations.” - Manager 7

Manager 5 further implied this by saying that the attitudes can be negative when environmental
sustainability questions not practically possible or feasible in everyday life are discussed.
“I think the attitudes could be negative if you had a unrealistic and undifferentiated environmentalist
that does not value what is practically possible and feasible in everyday life. But we don't have that kind
of person here, not even that type of culture in the coffee room. But I think the overall attitudes are
positive.” - Manager 5

4.2.3 Practical limitations and possibilities to engage in environmental sustainability
development at JU

When asking employees within and outside the JUSD network about their feelings of the time
invested into their work with environmental sustainability, the feeling of having limited time to
contribute was emergent for employees and managers both within and outside the JUSD
network. The sustainability champion implied that even if she is responsible for what she does
as a JUSD network leader, she is limiting herself due to lack of time, as it is only a 20% position.
Therefore, she tries to receive more resources in order to get the environmental sustainability
development at JU to grow even further.
“I’m responsible for what I do, so I’m not going to blame the deans or Agneta for my passion. If I want,
I can limit myself, and I am. But then I try to think how to get more resources, how to make this grow,
so that actually I will not remain with too much on my plate. How I can engage others”. - Sustainability
Champion
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N-Employee 2 indicated that more time would open the possibility to make a larger impact on
the environmental sustainability development at JU.
“I wish I had more time because if I had more time, I think I would be able to make more of an impact.”
- N-Employee 2

Apart from the time limitation, Employee 3 also pointed out that he/she does not have the
energy to engage in environmental sustainability questions due to his/her private life.
“[...] as I have two small kids I’m trying to focus more on what's practical for me than thinking of the
environment first, so it doesn't come first hand [...] to make my private life work I don't have the time or
energy to put on these kinds of questions [environmental sustainability]. Probably when the kids are
older, I can do something but not at the moment, no”.

He/she additionally implied that the practical limitation refers to efficiency within his/her work.
“I feel i'm insecure about that I could actually do more. I feel a bit of guilt probably because I don’t do
more, I mean, if you look at my room here I have three huge screens, one computer, two phones. It’s not
probably the best for the environment and it could probably be reduced but that also has to do with how
efficient you can be at your job and that is always a compromise.” - Employee 3

Additionally, N-Employee 6 felt frustrated by not having the possibility to prioritize
environmental sustainability due to the workload.
“It might be just from my particular position, that I’m sort of work in every single direction that there
is so im a bit frustrated that I can't prioritize working with environmental sustainability [...] but I just
don’t have the possibility to, because my work is too much.” - N-Employee 6

The time limitation was also present for Manager 5 who stated that he/she feels bad about not
being able to do more, but that his/her work is a limiting factor and he/she is therefore not able
to work directly with environmental sustainability.
“I can feel that I have bad conscience about not being able to do more, but JU still are limited in our
work as we really don’t have this direct work towards environmental sustainability.“ - Manager 5
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4.3 Engagement management towards environmental sustainability

The JU Sustainability & Diversity Network is the closest thing to environmental sustainability
management considering all those involved at JU. Many of the practices used to increase the
employee engagement towards environmental sustainability can be connected to the
engagement management model. However, as the network is newly founded, the management
practices for these issues have not yet been fully developed. The general feeling among the
employees at JU not involved in the network was that they perceived the management activities
towards employee engagement within environmental sustainability at JU as small or
nonexistent.

The following section begins with findings related to the JUSD Network to provide an overview
of the network before presenting findings related to the engagement management model.

4.3.1 JU Sustainability & Diversity Network
The JU Sustainability & Diversity Network was founded due to common interests among a
group of employees and their perception of a need to increase the sustainability at JU. This was
highlighted during the observation session of the JUSD network meeting, which also showed
that all those involved in the network are highly engaged in the issues concerned by the network.
Additionally, one of the network founders, N-Manager 10, highlighted this during interview
10.

“From the beginning, it started when some of us realized that there were others sharing the same
interests in the different schools, about sustainability and about the need to to increase it at the
university.”- N-Manager 10

The perception and awareness of the JU Sustainability & Diversity Network varied between
the interviewees. The awareness of the existence of the Network was 50/50 when asking
employees outside the network. The perception of the board and the network members’
engagement inside the network was perceived as high. N-Manager 4 implied the engagement
of the JUSD network by underlining the dedication of all network members.
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“I think that the network members are dedicated. That they are really dedicated. The whole network 3,5
years ago was only those who really wanted to make a difference that worked, but it’s open for everyone
that’s interested [...] the core, the board, they are dedicated! That’s my feeling.” - N-Manager 4

The perception of the work done by the JUSD Network was that it has been focusing on
operational tasks, according to N-Employee 6.
“A lot of the work that the board has done has been very operational and its very very focused on
operational sustainability tasks, like writing different proposals to JU and stuff like that.” - N-Employee
6

Employee 3 mentioned that he/she has not seen any results by the work yet.
“We haven’t seen the outcome of it yet and if there is any finance, I mean economical outcomes or if we
can see… I haven’t seen any statistical what do you say… follow-ups on this. And that will be nice to
have to see that we are actually doing something that’s paying off for the society as a whole and for the
environment. So that could be something to focus on to put somewhere for maybe... I haven’t seen it if
they have it.” - Employee 3

According to the sustainability champion the focus of the network has so far been to include
already engaged employees and students in the network, create strategies and include the
executive team in the strategies.
“[...] I take it very seriously, also with someone helping me with the strategy so that it is not just a
network. So that the executive team also takes it seriously with developing a strategic plan [...] So far,
we’ve been going toward how employees and students care. Then I have also been hiring a strategic
advisor to help basically make sense of all this and the resources we have and think strategically of
what we could do to really gain visibility despite that the resources are not crazy high.” - Sustainability
Champion

4.3.2 Engagement Management Model
Findings connected to the three elements of Gruman and Saks’s (2011) Engagement
Management Model could be distinguished in the responses of the interviewees. Findings
connected to (1) performance agreement, (2) engagement facilitation and (3) performance &
engagement appraisal and feedback are presented in the following section. The findings have a
focus on the engagement management within the JUSD Network and the overall engagement
management of JU and relating activities.
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Performance agreement
Performance agreement includes activities related to (1) goal setting and (2) psychological
contracts as activities which can increase psychological conditions encouraging engagement
(Gruman & Saks, 2011). Within the network, a brief performance agreement has been
established for each member, including performance indicators and associated expectations.
The performance agreement was brief since, as previously mentioned, the network is still in its
beginning phase. Though mission and vision statements have been developed within the
network, a clear strategy has not yet been fully completed. Since the members all have had a
general interest within the issues the JUSD network is addressing, a psychological contract was
naturally reviewed. The sustainability champion (also being the network leader) highlighted
that few management practices towards engagement have been officially established and as the
assigned 10% of working time for board members being new, the expectations have not yet
been clarified. Due to the consultative groups being voluntary and relatively new, she further
stated that they try to keep their expectations as low as possible.
“What kind of expectation can I have from them? It is not extremely clear. That is actually something
that I have been meaning to clarify with them [board members in the network]. How much can they
engage for 10% of their time. 10% is half a day per week. So, what can be expected? For the consultative
group, each of us has contacted people in our own school [...] we keep our expectations low because
these people [the consultative groups] are doing this as volunteers”. - Sustainability Champion

When asking about whether expectations had been clarified when joining the network, NManager 4 said that there was no established expectations, but that due to his/her personal
interest in the addressed issues of the network he/she confirmed that a psychological contract
was reviewed.
“[...] frankly they asked me to join [the JUSD network] and I said okay yeah I'm interested in these
questions so it's still sort of engagement, it's not that I had to do it from my position so it's still that I
would like to engage.” - N-Manager 4

Additionally, the appearance of a psychological contract was further confirmed by N-Manager
4, as he/she stated that all those asked to join the JUSD network were asked due to their personal
interest in sustainability issues.
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“We have been asked because we already are interested, but it might be so that some of the other
management teams hasn’t been that involved and maybe been affected, but I guess they have tried to
pick up the management persons that are really into this and that is probably a good idea. To get
strength both ways.” - N-Manager 4

The need of establishing clear goals within the overall organisation of JU towards
environmental sustainability for each employee was apparent during the interviews. Many felt
that they wanted to contribute to the environmental sustainability at JU more, but did not know
how this could be achievable from their position. Many interviewees felt that establishing clear
goals and directions for each employee would lead to them being more engaged in
environmental sustainability at JU. N-Manager 4 argued that missions and goals could increase
the engagement of employees at JU, referring to those within the JUSD Network as well as
outside of it.
“Both missions and goals could be very strong and helpful. I think that if you have good goals that
really engage, then you think wow you would love to work if you have visions and goals you really feel
is right to work with.” - N-Manager 4

N-Employee 6 also emphasised the importance of clear goals and targets as he/she felt that even
if he/she wants to contribute to environmental sustainability at JU, he/she doesn't know how to
do it.
“My own involvement [in the JUSD network] I’m dissatisfied with, because on the one hand I would
like to do more, but on the other hand, if I'm not asked to do something then I don't know how to
contribute. So for myself I’m a bit dissatisfied. But seeing how much the other members work and how
extensive the proposals they've submitted have been, I’m very satisfied with their work.” - N-Employee
6

By having more specific goals and priorities, Manager 7 felt that this would enable him to
engage more in environmental sustainability at JU.
“I would say that the thing that would be required for me personally to take action [in environmental
sustainability] is to have a list of priorities, or to have clear priorities. Yeah, because right now there
are goals and there are activities in terms of sustainability, but they are not specified in terms of specific
goals and priorities.” -Manager 7
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Several interviewees highlighted their belief that allocated work time and compensation for the
work within environmental sustainability is required. Clear directives from the management,
and benefits in return for the work invested, could increase the engagement of employees. The
importance of receiving allocated work time to motivate engagement was implied by Employee
3.
“I would probably not do it [engage in environmental sustainability activities] on my own but if my boss
says the whole department should do this, then of course. But I would probably not volunteer for one if
there is like an open question thing like “could you please help us with this”. Cause there are too many
of those kinds of open “please help please do this please do that” so you cannot really fit it in in your
day.” - Employee 3

Further, N-Employee 6 believed that by compensating employees for their work within
environmental sustainability, more would engage in these issues.
“[...] I think that people want to be compensated, they want to be paid if they would work with such
initiatives [environmental sustainability], but from what I know most of the faculties at Jibs for example,
they already work like 100% or something and I think that it's a bit of a resource allocation question.”
- N-Employee 6

Engagement facilitation
Within engagement facilitation there are four main activities: (1) job design, (2) coaching &
social support, (3) leadership and (4) training (Gruman & Saks, 2011). Since the network is
relatively new, little routine on engagement facilitation has been established. However, the
leadership of the network leader has been focused towards being authentic, grateful for what
people invest, and having a positive mindset. Therefore, supporting each individual is a goal to
engage the network members, and eventually all employees on the campus, even further.
“I’ve been reflecting on my type of leadership and I think I am what you can call an authentic leader,
because I’m really driven by my values. I believe I am quite charismatic, and I think charismatic leaders
engages people. I am also grateful, and I see what people invest. Some people tend to see the glass half
empty and some half full, and usually, unless I am really depressed about bad news, I tend to see the
glass more half full. And that helps to engage people [...] I try to respect each person's tempo. I have a
vision and I hope we can get this campus moving on fast, but I also listen to the feedback I receive.” Sustainability Champion
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The need for coaching and learning, namely the need for knowledge, was a common theme for
many employees’ engagement towards environmental sustainability. The employees feeling
engaged towards environmental sustainability varied from having a research background within
the issues to engaging in documentaries and such on their spare time. The employees not feeling
as engaged implied that their knowledge within these issues was limited and due to this, they
felt insecurity of taking on any tasks related to environmental sustainability. N-Employee 2 felt
that when the teachers at the school had an educational class within sustainability issues, the
engagement towards environmental sustainability among employees was high, but when the
class was cancelled the engagement decreased. He/she therefore implied that having a class
impacts how people think regarding environmental sustainability.
“When I was first here it [engagement towards environmental sustainability] was up but then for me it
really felt like it went down hard when they got rid of that class [course in sustainability]. To me that
signaled that it just wasn’t important to have a class where you were training the teachers, everybody
who’s trying to become a teacher, that actually can have a serious impact of how people think about
sustainability [...].” - N-Employee 2

Regarding the question of support needed to engage employees in environmental sustainability
issues, N-Employee 8 suggested education as a possible solution to decrease insecurity and to
give the courage to include environmental sustainability into their work.
“Maybe to give them time-space to educate themselves in this maybe, and not just digitalization and
other prioritized areas. And also use these common conference things for sustainability issues. And if
they want to go to conferences, or if they need to educate themselves within this area, which is probably
new for them, and maybe not within the discipline, because it is as always interdisciplinary, the
sustainability issues, then give them the opportunity to do this and encourage it.” - N-Employee 8

N-Employee 6 further addressed the importance of knowledge by stating that many lack
knowledge in environmental sustainability and are therefore less motivated to engage in the
subject.
“I think that people know that environmental sustainability is a big part of our lives and our future. And
because they sort of recognize the importance of it but they lack the knowledge about it, it is a daunting
task to take on [...]” - N-Employee 6
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Manager 5 implied that education within environmental sustainability led to more discussions
about the topic. According to him/her these educations are only apparent for new employees.
“We have a good environmental education in environmental certification, which applies to everyone.
So everyone needs to go through that education, that’s the demand. And it is actually good. When
employees have had that education, people engage in discussions about environmental sustainability.”
- Manager 5

The importance of social support was emphasized by Manager 5, who implied that the larger
the volume of engagement, the bigger the impact.
“It starts with the single individual, you cannot point fingers on anyone else, you need to start where
you stand. It also a question of volume. If we are many enough, then things will start happening.” Manager 5

Employee 3 had a similar view, as he/she implied social support to be an engaging factor.
Additionally, he/she underlined the importance of support from the leadership at a central level.
“For example, that we have a network for these kind of questions [environmental sustainability] is one
really good way [to engage employees] and that we are doing it at the central level and all the schools
are involved [...] So I think it's good. They are doing a good job.” - Employee 3

He/she also stated that the reason for having a network across the faculties and having
engagement on a central level is because the engagement towards environmental sustainability
differs across the faculties, due to practical reasons.
“It differs. It does… HLK is more focused on these kinds of questions than what I have been in contact
with at Högskoleservice. Also, more engaged than for example when I was working with Jibs. But I also
think it’s what kind of areas in general. What the schools are focusing on.” -Employee 3

Another method to communicate across the faculties is the intranet at JU. Manager 5 felt that it
was the most natural way of communicating across the different faculties. Therefore, he/she
believed that the intranet would be a good approach to reach out to all faculties at JU when
managing the engagement towards environmental sustainability development.
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“Yes, the natural way is the intranet. Högskoleservice are pretty good at reading the intranet as we
spend much of our time by the desk, but at some faculties only 40-30% regularly reads the intranet,
which for me is the natural method of communication. So, the intranet might be the best way to reach
me and my colleagues.” - Manager 5

Lastly, N-Employee 2, similar to Employee 3, also emphasized the importance of the leadership
being engaged. As more resources have been directed towards having employees from the
different faculties to engage together, it has increased his/her optimism to engage in
environmental sustainability.
“[...]Well I guess uhm yes well I’ll say we are more optimistic now that there are more resources now
being put into ehm into the network or into the actual activity of having people across the different
schools think about these problems. So, again, I was pessimistic but now I am optimistic.” - N-Employee
2

Performance & engagement appraisal and feedback
Performance & engagement appraisal and feedback is the last element driving employee
engagement towards increased performance in Gruman and Saks’s (2011) Engagement
Management Model. The elements include the activities (1) trust and justice during
performance appraisals, (2) engagement appraisal and (3) feedback. The JUSD network leader
has repeatedly encouraged and appraised the work of each member personally and celebrated
the work after each occasion. However, there is little established routine within performance
agreement and engagement facilitation due to the fact that the network is relatively new. The
network leader pointed this out and further emphasized that it is her intention to continue to
engage the members of the JUSD network in different ways.
“I presumably thank our board members very often in the e-mails, I believe that last year after JU
sustainability day we had a brief lunch to talk about the JU sustainability day and what happened. [...]
and then we engaged everybody on their feedbacks and I really thanked the board members and the
students. So that’s what I’ve been doing last year, celebration. And now, when I received the finalized
list of the consultative group, I sent an email thanking each of them. I acknowledged them when we
started the breakfast. It is my intention to continue engaging, through emails, and also, we should at
some point have a celebration time. Last year, after the JU sustainability day we had [...] a nice lunch
together but we also did some good work on sustainability.” - Sustainability Champion
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When asking what would be required to get more people engaged in environmental
sustainability at the overall organisation at JU, N-Manager 4 indicated that a more open
communicative culture and mindset would enable more discussions about environmental
sustainability which would, in turn, engage more people.
“I would like to have a very open and friendly space where we could discuss these things [environmental
sustainability] and be critical to academic ideas without getting anger and frustration from each other,
but just to develop our thinking [...] You must have respect and think ‘what do they say?’ So, it’s always
a matter of mindset, to be open to yourself.” - N-Manager 4

Manager 7 implied that an increased level of feedback, including all schools, is required for
increased engagement to cause awareness of what has been done and what shall be done.
“Yeah, one thing would also be that coordination, central level coordination, or clear coordination of
the activities and networks and all the activities taking place can fall under the hat of environmental
sustainability at the JU level is realized. So better coordination and the alignment of information. And
people and stakeholders involved in sustainability activities is realized in order to say ‘okay, we're
already doing this and that, where do we want to go?’ To map what are we doing.” -Manager 7

4.4 The contagiousness of Engagement

When reviewing the findings, the contagiousness of engagement was a theme identified as a
driver for employee engagement towards environmental sustainability. Several interviewees
implied that the engagement of others have had a positive impact on themselves to become
more engaged in environmental sustainability. Three sources of “contagiousness” of
engagement could be identified in the interviewee’s responses: (1) support from the topmanagement team (TMT), (2) sustainability champions and (3) co-workers.

4.4.1 TMT-support
In a conversation about pro-environmental habits in terms of reducing the usage of paper and
turning off the lights, Manager 5 pointed out that a chief in a previous workplace inspired
him/her to engage in similar habits.
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“No, it was actually my previous boss who was a role model and began several years before me,
eventually I decided to also change.” - Manager 5

Manager 5 further stated that a push is required in order to engage:
“I think one needs a kick, although I kind of feel that I contribute a bit more by riding my bike and
turning off the lights.”

For engaged employees to receive support from the dean to engage further in sustainability
initiatives is something that can result in even more engagement among both students and staff,
as N-Manager 4 implied:
“[...] the dean put some time for those teachers to do those things and it is lots of things that feels very
good about the network. If they got some time to do [more], because they are also having a tough time
too, they could show much more engagement and I think that could wake more both from students and
staff so its really good what’s happening right now at the network I believe.” - N-Manager 4

N-Manager 4 also mentioned that if the leaders at JU include environmental sustainability in
the strategy, it can stimulate more awareness to become engaged in these issues.
“So when you gather the staff to strategy meetings to go through with everyone what should we have in
our action plan this year and you have environmental sustainability all over they will start think it and
I think that works. So I think targets and strategies are important by guiding in some directions” - NManager 4

Similar beliefs were supported by Employee 3:
“If there are some and they are very engaged within this they will sort of rub off on the other employees
to strive to the same goal. And also, if you have it [environmental sustainability] within your strategy
for your company and stuff like that, you go that way. Because if no one focuses on these questions,
people don't really tend to think about it or even if they think about it they don’t really act. So it's good
that you try to get the whole company to think in those terms. It really helps.” - Employee 3

N-Employee 2 also pointed out that support in terms of time from the management team can
support increased engagement.
“It’s to have opportunities... so when I say needing more time, at least for me personally, it's that there's
so many other things that I have to do that I just can't dedicate the time that, sort of even the mental real
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estate [...] so of course pay is involved with time but I think in some ways it’s important that the
administration recognizes that things are important to do by giving people time so that they can give
employees time to be able to engage in these [environmental sustainability] activities.” - N-Employee
2

When being asked how his/her perception of the university's’ engagement towards
sustainability has been the past years, N-Employee 2’s response implied that TMT can have a
reversed effect when not being supportive of environmental sustainability initiatives.
“Well I think it's gone up and down. I think now it's up. When I was first here it was up but then for me
it really felt like it went down hard when they got rid of that class [course in environmental
sustainability]. Because to me that signaled that it just wasn’t important to have a class where you were
training the teachers, everybody who’s trying to become a teacher that actually can have a serious
impact of how people think about sustainability.” - N-Employee 2

Regarding the situation of the engagement in the TMT, Manager 7 implied that there is a clear
and explicit commitment towards environmental sustainability by the leadership and top
management at JU.
“The specific persons with specific mandates towards forming, and spreading out the culture and the
actions towards environmental sustainability, have been created partly by the top management. So I
would say here is a clear and explicit commitment by leadership at top management [at JU] towards
this directly.” - Manager 7

4.4.2 Sustainability champions
During the interviews, the importance of sustainability champions was more specifically
identified as being a driver for employee engagement towards environmental sustainability,
which was especially emergent within the network. N-Employee 6 stated that it can be engaging
to have a champion addressing environmental sustainability as something fun and is willing to
drive motivation towards working with these issues.

“[...] people take it very seriously and as soon as you have sort of a champion in your workplace who
wants to drive people to work with these things and who shows you that it can be fun, it can be engaging
and it can be motivating.” - N-Employee 6
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He/she further implied that he/she was sure of the champions having an impact on the inclusion
of environmental sustainability aspects in the course syllabi.
“I have noticed that more and more in the course syllabi there appear little sentences that environmental
and social sustainability aspects must be considered when teaching the course. I have absolutely no
doubt in my mind that the educational perspectives in the courses and in the programs have been driven
by the sustainability champions.” - N-Employee 6

N-Manager 4 further emphasized the importance of being dedicated and its effect on others:
“[...] when you have dedication [towards environmental sustainability] it will wake up others to be
dedicated as well. And grow the movement so to speak.” - N-Manager 4

When sustainability champions engage in sustainability it creates awareness at the school, as
implied by Employee 9:
“Yeah well, we do have a champion, who works with sustainability. So, I mean, she doesn't just use it
in education. She also uses it in research and having conferences here and creating more of an
awareness.” - Employee 9

Employee 9 further mentioned that he/she has become more engaged by the sustainability
champion and has received an increased awareness towards sustainability issues as a result in
working closely with the sustainability champion.
“Working with her does engage me. Because we're having this conference in the autumn, so we’re
organising a conference where a lot of these sustainability issues are thought of and all that type of
things.” - Employee 9

Additionally, Manager 7 emphasised the visibility and sponsorship sustainability champions
are receiving from the top management and leadership team at JU.
“The initiatives taken within the responsibility of the sustainability champions are given quite
substantial visibility and sponsorship from the top management and leadership team.” - Manager 7
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The sustainability champion further confirmed that her purpose is to engage all employees at
JU towards environmental sustainability.
“Well, my purpose is to activate JU employees and students so that they actually create the change.
Because this just can’t be done by just 5 people in the board. That it becomes a long term vision. So that
when I’m not here, or when the board [is not here], and this whole campus is really vibrating and
helping to create change for the municipality, for the region. That each student who comes here is
inspired and that it’s been like a life changing experience for them once they will go out and work and
in their personal life.” - Sustainability Champion

4.4.3 Engaged co-workers
Co-workers as a driver for employee engagement also appeared in the findings. N-Employee 6
believed that the employees engaged in the JUSD network have a contagious effect among their
colleagues.
“[...] I think that it's important that each school does have someone [representative in the JUSD
network] but for what I've seen all of these people are so enthusiastic and so motivated and I have
absolutely no doubt that they are talking to their respective faculties as well and motivating their
colleagues to work.” - N-Employee 6

N-Manager 4 also pointed out that employees who works and promotes their beliefs can grow
the movement.
“Very much I believe strongly in personal, that you take stand you make your point yourself you dig
inside here and try to find ‘what do I believe in?’ And you go together to work and I think that’s...when
I say dedication I think it's about dedication and hopefully when you have a network that when you have
dedication it will wake up others to be dedicated as well. And grow the movement so to speak.” - NManager 4

Employee 9 believes that change towards engaging more in environmental sustainability comes
from within but begins to grow through the influence of others.
“Well I think the change has come a lot from ourselves, with influence from people that work with
sustainability. And, you know, even my immediate manager, also thinking about it cautiously and then
yeah… with that it has affected us [...]” - Employee 9
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N-Employee 2 mentioned that he/she believes that his/her engagement has lead to others
engaging in environmental sustainability.
“I just applied for money to my research [...] to study conceptions and practices related to sustainability
[...] I had a colleague here who we were working together in some classes and I said, ‘hey do you want
to do this research with me?’ [...] then in participating with me in this research she, I think, became
quite engaged in these topics and quite engaged in these issues and by that same token the teachers who
were participating in this research X became more sensitized to questions about sustainability so that’s
how I, one way I engaged, selfishly because it’s part of the research I do.” - N-Employee 2

The contagiousness of engaging in environmental sustainability was further highlighted by
Manager 7 who implied that the individual engagement itself is not important, but the big spread
of awareness can cause a great impact.
“[...] the individual engagement is important, in my opinion [...] but maybe it's, of course it's just my
view, may not get too much for making practically the difference, but to spread out the awareness and
the sensitivity towards this topic also across generations. So, if we are individually increasingly
awareness of sustainability issues, we are not making the difference individually or as the sum of
individuals, but we are spreading out these principles to the next generation, to the offspring, to the
leaders of tomorrow overall. Yeah, it's, I think that the individual engagement is important to the extent
that this is the vehicle for an increased culture towards sustainability.” - Manager 7
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5. Analysis
This chapter will remind the reader of the theoretical background of employee engagement which will
be connected to the empirical findings. First, research question 1 will be answered through two steps.
(1) The employee engagement at JU will be analysed through Kahn’s three psychological conditions
which is then followed by (2) an analysis of the role of employee engagement in environmental
sustainability development. Secondly, research question 2 will be answered by analysing what
management practices are required in order to engage more employees towards environmental
sustainability. This analysis will partly be built on the engagement management model, which will be
extended to an engagement management model towards environmental sustainability.

5.1 Defining engagement among employees and managers at JU through Kahn’s
three psychological conditions as antecedents for employee engagement
Several members within the network fulfilled two of Kahn’s three psychological conditions as
antecedents for employee engagement when having the perspective of environmental
sustainability in focus. Employees at JU outside the network had a different perspective and, to
some degrees, less engagement towards environmental sustainability, as the outcomes varied.
Therefore, all three conditions were seemingly less fulfilled when asking employees outside the
network.

5.1.1 Psychological meaningfulness
Psychological meaningfulness is the amount of meaningfulness an employee feels in a role
performance. This is achieved when employees feel important and valuable, have a sense of
receiving a return on investment of his or her role and it further encompasses the incentives to
engage. The psychological meaningfulness was highly present among members within the
JUSD network, where distributed resources and a personal interest in environmental
sustainability were two main drivers for psychological meaningfulness. The psychological
meaningfulness towards environmental sustainability among employees outside the network
was present, even though it was not as strong as for the members within the network. Employee
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3 felt that since working with environmental sustainability does not bring anything in return, it
was not his/her first option, therefore indicating that his/her psychological meaningfulness is
low when engaging in environmental sustainability. “[...] I don’t think environment is my first
option. Because it doesn’t truthfully bring me something in return. Well of course it's nice to have a
clean lake and nice air to breath but it’s too far a stretch to think if I do this it affects this, you won’t
see results straight away.” - Employee 3

As N-Employee 2 expressed it, when resources were assigned to employees within the network,
it felt more serious and was therefore a practical motivation for the work within the network to
feel more meaningful. Additionally, his/her personal interests within environmental
sustainability added another level to the feeling of meaningfulness when working in the
network. “[...]putting resources to support, give people who worked in the network time to actually
work in it, it felt that it was more serious so that was one motivation for doing it; just a practical
motivation [...] and also general interests in these kinds [environmental sustainability] of approaches.”
- N-Employee 2

N-Manager 4 further stated that his/her personal engagement and the fact that he/she wanted to
work with these issues made the work with environmental sustainability joyful and energizing,
indicating that he/she feels psychological meaningfulness when working with environmental
sustainability. “I would say that the whole model works only because of personal engagement [in
environmental sustainability] and I personally believe strongly in that part because it's much more
joyful and energizing to work with. If you just say why are you here? I want to. That’s better than I get
ordered by my manager to be here”. - N-Manager 4

The fact that Manager 5 does not see the opportunities in engaging in environmental
sustainability indicates that the amount of psychological meaningfulness he/she feels when
engaging in environmental sustainability is low: “I would like to engage more in environmental
sustainability, but I still feel limited by what i can impact [...] I don't really see the opportunities, even
though I have read about it and contributed to some environmental plans and such.” - Manager 5

The psychological meaningfulness of N-Employee 6 was further present when stating that
every individual has his or her responsibility to work with these issues in order for the planet to
survive. “The planet is dying, and I think that it is every individuals’ responsibility, regardless of the
position, that they have to contribute with something and to do something better today than they did
yesterday. Because if none of us do anything the planet isn't gonna get any better. So it's our individual
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responsibility to work towards environmental sustainability and to make things better.” - N-Employee
6

When reviewing all responses from interviewees within the JUSD network, it remained clear
that psychological meaningfulness as an antecedent for employee engagement was fulfilled. As
all responses from interviewees outside the JUSD network were similar to those within the
network, but the feeling that the return on the time invested in environmental sustainability is
low, psychological meaningfulness was present but still lower than for the members in the
JUSD network.

5.1.2 Psychological safety
Psychological safety is the amount of safety an employee feels in his or her role performance
without fearing to damage the self-image, status or career. Kahn (1990) proposed that the four
factors impacting psychological safety are interpersonal relationships, group and intergroup
dynamics, management style and norms. Since environmental sustainability is such a
contemporary topic both socially and politically (United Nations, 2019; Avramova, 2018;
Dagens Nyheter, 2017), these issues would seldom cause the risk of an employee feeling
uncomfortable when expressing pro-environmental opinions. The factors impacting
psychological safety in employee engagement towards environmental sustainability were
therefore not perceived as a risk neither within the network nor outside it. When asking about
the perception of colleagues’ attitudes towards the interviewee addressing these issues,
psychological safety was emergent in their responses. No employee within the JUSD network
felt that engaging in environmental sustainability development was a factor inhibiting their
psychological safety towards engagement in environmental sustainability. The employees and
managers outside the network were equally convinced that engaging in environmental
sustainability would not harm their self-image, status or career. The perception of attitudes was
that they are positive as long as the work with these issues would be realistic, as Manager 5 put
it: “I think the attitudes could be negative if you had a unrealistic and undifferentiated environmentalist
that does not value what is practically possible and feasible in everyday life. But we don't have that kind
of person here, not even that type of culture in the coffee room. But I think the overall attitudes are
positive.” - Manager 5

As N-Manager 4 expressed it, it is rare at JU that people are against environmental
sustainability, indicating that the risk of psychological safety to be harmed is small or
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nonexistent when engaging in environmental sustainability development. “[...] maybe you find
someone that’s not so interested but they are not against environmental sustainability. We don’t have a
lot of those persons that would say that they hate this. I haven’t noticed that in one single person and
that’s good.” - N-Manager 4

Employee 3 further expressed this by implying that no colleague would have a negative attitude
towards working with environmental sustainability as long as the work is not affected: “As long
as it doesn’t affect your work a lot so it takes a lot of effort from you and then it’s always a question of
‘is it something that we really need to do?’ but otherwise it’s positive reactions. No one really wants to
hurt the environment.” - Employee 3

It was emergent in the empirical findings that none of the interviewees in the JUSD Network
felt that engaging in environmental sustainability development would cause any damage to their
self-image, status or career. Therefore, Kahn’s second antecedent for employee engagement is
fulfilled for the members of the JUSD network. Even if lack of time was mentioned,
psychological safety was also apparent among the employees and managers outside the
network.

5.1.3 Psychological availability
Psychological availability relates to the emotional and psychological resources available for the
employee in his or her role performance and Kahn (1990) proposed that factors affecting
psychological availability are physical energy, emotional energy, insecurity and the employees’
outside lives.
When investigating the psychological availability towards environmental sustainability of
employees involved in the network, there was a general wish to have more time in order to
contribute even more. When investigating the feelings of employees not involved in the
network, psychological availability was the main factor impacting their engagement towards
environmental sustainability. Factors such as depletion of physical energy, depletion of
emotional energy and outside lives were emergent as inhibitors for employee engagement
towards environmental sustainability. This was emergent when reviewing our findings, as
Employee 3 expressed it: “[...] as I have two small kids I’m trying to focus more on what's practical
for me than thinking of the environment first, so it doesn't come first hand [...] To make my private life
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work I don't have the time or energy to put on these kinds of questions [environmental sustainability].
Probably when the kids are older, I can do something but not at the moment no.” - Employee 3

The sustainability champion implied that her passion drives her and even though she is limiting
herself, in order to not have too much on her plate, she is still working towards making it grow
as much as possible. This indicates that her psychological availability in terms of physical and
emotional energy as well as not feeling insecure, is high (Kahn, 1990). However, her outside
life limits her in her psychological availability, due to the lack in time: “I’m responsible for what
I do, so I’m not going to blame the deans or Agneta for my passion. If I want, I can limit myself, and I
am. But then I try to think how to get more resources, how to make this grow, so that actually I will not
remain with too much on my plate. How I can engage others.” - Sustainability Champion

Further, the fact that outside lives limits the psychological availability to engage in
environmental sustainability development at JU due to lack in time was present among all other
JUSD network members, as expressed by N-Employee 2: “I wish I had more time because if I had
more time I think I would be able to make more of an impact.” - N-Employee 2

Except from outside lives, Manager 5 did not experience that his/her work at the school aimed
towards working environmental sustainability development in any way, even if he felt that he
had bad conscience about not being able to do more. This further implies that lack in
psychological availability is highly emergent as an inhibitor for employee engagement towards
environmental sustainability: “I can feel that I have bad conscience about not being able to do more,
but JU still are limited in our work as we really don’t have this direct work towards environmental
sustainability.” - Manager 5

Psychological availability emerged as the antecedent for employee engagement with the lowest
fulfillment. In order for employees feel full psychological availability towards engaging in
environmental sustainability development at JU, they would have to dedicate time into these
issues equivalent to a full-time job.

5.1.4 The role of employee engagement in environmental sustainability development
Many of the interviewees highlighted the fact that students can contribute to a large
environmental impact in their future decisions at their future employment, partly due to what
they have been academically exposed to in their universities. This environmental impact of
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students is supported by several scholars (eg. Filho et al., 2015; Pearson et al., 2005). Therefore,
the importance of all personnel at universities, such as teachers and researchers, being engaged
in environmental sustainability development is emergent, as expressed by N-Manager 10 and
N-Employee 8: “If we look at the university as a totality, we are educating the future staff everywhere.
If the students come out with a perception of the importance of ecological sustainability in various ways,
you as civil economists will do it in your way. Occupational therapists, nurses, etc, will do it in their
ways, then we spread it. And as such, universities are very, very important stakeholders towards getting
a better society.”- N-Manager 10
“I don't think that our greenhouse gas emissions are the most important. The most important is our
emission of students, what kinds of students that emit to the society. Of course, I think we should really
decrease our ecological footprint, carbon footprint. Otherwise, we are not maybe trustworthy. But what
what has the main impact is the students actually and also what kind of products in terms of research
that we produce and how we use it and how it will be used. But very much what we teach and how we
teach it.” - N-Employee 8

Paillé et al. (2013) argues that voluntary initiatives of an employee contribution to an
environmentally sustainable corporation, termed organisational citizenship behavior towards
environmental issues (OCBE), is a driver for environmental sustainability. The crucial
importance of the JUSD network as well as the sustainability champions was apparent in several
interviews, as many of the interviewees pointed out the positive development of JUs
environmental sustainability accomplished by these, confirming the importance of OCBE. As
stated by N-Employee 6, changes in the course syllabi appeared after the sustainability
champions had been given more influence: “I have noticed that more and more in the course syllabi
there appear little sentences that environmental and social sustainability aspects must be considered
when teaching the course… I have absolutely no doubt in my mind that the educational perspectives in
the courses and in the programs have been driven by the sustainability champions.” - N-Employee 6

As previously mentioned, psychological availability emerged as a main inhibitor for employee
engagement at JU for employees and managers both within and outside the JUSD network.
Therefore, none of the employees and managers fulfilled all of Kahn’s three conditions as
antecedents for employee engagement. For those employees fulfilling the other two conditions,
a full-time job within environmental sustainability would be required for a complete fulfillment
of employee engagement towards environmental sustainability, and their engagement in
environmental sustainability development can therefore not be fully accomplished. It remains
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clear that the main motivation for all employees within the JUSD network was personal
interests in the issues. Even if the network members’ engagement contributed through their
fulfillment of psychological meaningfulness and psychological safety, engagement alone is not
the only factor contributing to environmental sustainability development among employees. As
N-Employee 2 expressed it, it was not only personal interest in environmental sustainability,
but also the feeling of the work being more serious when more resources were allocated into
the JUSD network: “[...] putting resources to support, give people who worked in the network time to
actually work in it, it felt that it was more serious so that was one motivation for doing it; just a practical
motivation [...] and also general interests in these kinds [environmental sustainability] of approaches.”
- N-Employee 2

For those employees fulfilling less than two of Kahn’s three psychological conditions the most
critical aspect was, also here, to find the time to address the issues related to environmental
sustainability, namely psychological availability. Even though environmental sustainability
remained as an obvious and important issue to all employees since “no one wants to destroy the
planet” many of the interviewees prioritize other things being more important in their lives.
None of these interviewees were as interested in environmental sustainability as the members
of the JUSD network, even if they felt that they did not not want to hurt the environment. This
further confirms that, not only employee engagement, but also factors such as personal interest
in environmental sustainability emerges as a critical factor for motivating employees and
managers to work with environmental sustainability development.

5.2 Engagement management towards environmental sustainability
When interpreting the findings in connection to Gruman and Saks’s (2011) Engagement
Management Model the authors found another emerging theme important for the understanding
of the model, namely that there are three levels of engagement in environmental sustainability
at JU. Considering the three levels of engagement while analyzing the model opens up the
possibility for more insights to be found. Hence, before analysing the findings connected to the
model the three levels of engagement are presented.
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5.2.1 Three levels of engagement
When analysing the findings from the interviews, the organisation appeared to consist of,
roughly divided, three levels of engagement expressed among the interviewees. The first level
consists of the employees who feel passionate about environmental sustainability and who
express a high level of engagement in environmental sustainability. Their engagement creates
pro-environmental initiatives in their personal life and drives environmental sustainability at
their workplace, which is further supported by Paillé et al. (2013), when discussing
organisational citizenship behavior. These are commonly referred to as “sustainability
champions”. Engaging these individuals in sustainability initiatives normally requires little
effort from the top management team, as they act on their own driven by passion and actively
seek out time in to engage in activities related to environmental sustainability, which can be
interpreted from the quote: “I’m responsible for what I do (sustainability champion at JIBS), so I’m
not going to blame the deans or Agneta for my passion. If I want, i can limit myself, and I am. But then
I try to think how to get more resources, how to make this grow, so that actually I will not remain with
too much on my plate. How I can engage others.” - Sustainability Champion

The second level of engagement consists of employees and managers who have an interest in
environmental sustainability. They find it highly important to engage in pro-environmental
initiatives and the preservation of the natural environment. These employees and managers are
sensitive to opportunities to engage in when these are presented to them. When being asked to
join the JUSD network, N-Manager 4 accepted the request due to his interest aligned with the
purpose of the network: “ [...] frankly they asked me to join [the JUSD network] and I said okay yeah
I’m interested in these questions so it's still sort of engagement, it's not that I had to do it from my
position. It's still that I would like to engage.” - N-Manager 4

However, time is a critical factor among these employees and the need to feel that there is
opportunities in terms of time and initiatives to engage in is emergent. The time restriction was
apparent in the contribution for environmental sustainability development, as N-Employee 6
expressed it: “It might be just from my particular position, that I sort of work in every single direction
that there is so im a bit frustrated that I can't prioritize working with environmental sustainability [...]
but I just don’t have the possibility to, because my work is too much.” - N-Employee 6

Some support from the top-management team is necessary to increase the engagement among
employees and managers at this level. N-Employee 2 expressed an interest in environmental
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sustainability, being involved in other sustainability initiatives but TMT support was required
for his/her engagement in the JUSD network: “I have been asked to join the network before but then
when a colleague told me that, I think it was the rector, was putting resources to support, give people
who worked in the network time to actually work in it, it felt that it was more serious so that was one
motivation for doing it; just a practical motivation [...]” - N-Employee 2

For both these levels of engagement, time is of essence. While level 1 prioritize time for these
activities, it is limited to the amount of feasibility. For an additional increased engagement
among employees in both levels, allocated working time is required.

The third level of engagement includes employees and managers who find little or no passion
in environmental sustainability. The reason for the lack of passion was expressed by Employee
3 and Manager 5 and was implied by these to be partly related to them having other
interests/issues prioritized higher and/or finding it hard to translate their work into
environmental sustainability initiatives: “[...] as I have two small kids I’m trying to focus more on
what's practical for me than thinking of the environment first, so it doesn't come first hand[...]” Employee 3

To engage these employees and managers it requires, as expressed by Manager 7, involvement
of the top management team, namely the need for TMT to prioritize environmental
sustainability and to provide clear goals: “I would say that the thing that would be required for me
personally to take action [in environmental sustainability] is to have a list of priorities, or to have clear
priorities[...]”- Manager 7

Being involved in related activities can also increase their engagement towards environmental
sustainability. Additionally, being presented with opportunities requiring smaller amounts of
dedicated time as well as participation in education can also stimulate the willingness to engage:
“We have a good environmental education in environmental certification, which applies to everyone
[...]and it is actually good. When employees have had that education, people engage in discussions
about environmental sustainability.” - Manager 5

They also need clear directives from the TMT and allocated working time for the activities and
initiatives they engage in: “I would probably not do it [engage in sustainability activities] on my own
but if my boss says the whole department should do this then of course. But I would probably not
volunteer for one [...]”- Employee 3
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5.2.2 The Engagement Management Model
When analysing the findings connected to the Engagement Management Model, the largest
impact on engagement appeared to be in the two first steps of the model; performance
agreement and engagement facilitation. The findings from all three steps are analysed in the
following section.

Performance agreement
When analysing the responses connected to performance agreement, the most frequently
mentioned activity was goal setting and strategies. The interviewees emphasized that setting
goals and strategies would increase engagement across the three different levels of engagement.
Providing clear goals could aid employees in the process of engaging in environmental
sustainability. Additionally, providing clear goals and strategies works as an indicator of TMT
caring about these issues. From the chapter 4.4 Contagiousness of Engagement, this can be seen
as a valuable element in terms of increasing engagement towards environmental sustainability
around the campus. Farfield et al. (2017) also highlight the value of the supporting role of
managers. To encourage employee engagement, managers should provide employees with
guidance, where goal setting and strategies is one way of doing it. Providing goals from the
management at JU signals the organisation’s values towards its stakeholders, including
employees. When being asked whether he/she is feeling engaged towards environmental
sustainability Manager 7 answered with: “I would say that I feel engaged towards the aims that the
institution has towards environmental sustainability [...]”, not fully acknowledging a personal

engagement in the issues. This can be interpreted as an indication of how developing strategies
and goals can create meaningfulness among employees towards environmental sustainability,
even though the employee does not share the same meaningfulness of the issues in his or her
personal life. The alignment between organisational values and the values of employees has a
positive effect on the engagement, as shown in a study by IPSOS Mori (2006).

Within the network, the leader has dedicated much effort towards creating a strategic plan
which can be implemented. Even though the strategies appear not to be fully visible to the
employees within the network nor outside it, it is a first step forward for the network and also
the first step in the engagement management model. Additionally, the strategies are helpful
towards getting the executive team on board:“[...] I take it very seriously, also with someone helping
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me with the strategy so that it is not just a network so that the executive team also takes it seriously with
developing a strategic plan.” -Sustainability Champion.

An organisation in which employees perceive the organisational environmental commitment as
strong naturally obtains higher degrees of employee engagement in environmental issues
(MacLean & Behnam, 2010; Ramus & Steger, 2000). Hence, the strategies created through the
engagement within the network can be used to stimulate engagement if spread and visible
around the campus.

Psychological contracts appeared useful when considering engagement level 1 and 2. As the
network members did not receive explicit contracts, but rather implicit, their engagement in the
issues addressed by the network was established. Farfield et al. (2017) state that for employee
engagement in environmental sustainability, management should provide the resources needed
for employees to engage. The interviewees at engagement level 3 required more tangible
contracts such as receiving allocated working time and economical resources, in order to start
engaging. Providing resources could therefore increase the availability among the employees
at engagement level 3 and enhance their feeling of meaningfulness when working towards
environmental sustainability. These tangible resources were required for engagement level 1
and 2 at the stage where they needed to engage further, mainly in order to increase the level of
availability among the employees (Gruman & Saks, 2011).

Engagement facilitation
Teixeira et al. (2012) states that employee training is a management method for employee
engagement towards environmental sustainability, and within the element of engagement
facilitation, the most highlighted theme was knowledge related to activities such as coaching
and training. Social support in terms of cooperation and communication was also emphasized.
Lack of knowledge among employees in an organisation within higher education does not only
affect their personal activities but can also be a factor prohibiting environmental sustainability
within education. This is due to lecturers and course developers not feeling confident enough,
and therefore not experiencing the amount of psychological safety needed to include
environmental sustainability in their education (Gruman & Saks, 2011). Providing coaching
and training within the subject can therefore lead to more teachers including environmental
sustainability as a natural part of their courses, in turn affecting the students: “I think that people
know that environmental sustainability is a big part of our lives and our future. And because they sort
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of recognize the importance of it, but they lack the knowledge about it, it is a daunting task to take on
[...]” - N-Employee 6

Based on the empirical findings it can be assumed that participating in education within this
field can stimulate higher levels of engagement in terms of discussions at the workplace:
“[...]when employees have had that education, people engage in discussions about environmental
sustainability.” - Manager 5

When there are more people engaged, it can be assumed that the impact is bigger, considering
the contagiousness of engagement as well as the findings related to social support. When
analysing the findings it became apparent that there is a large volume of engaged employees
across the faculties, but the communication between them is flawed. The JUSD Network
provides a common platform for engagement across the faculties: “For example that we have a
network for these kind of questions [environmental sustainability] is one really good way [to engage
employees] and that we are doing it at the central level and all the schools are involved [...] So I think
it's good. They are doing a good job.” – Employee 3

However, the current stage of the network requires some level of physical and psychological
availability to participate, as it is limited to breakfast meetings. If not finding environmental
sustainability meaningful or not being available to attend the breakfast meetings, employees
might therefore be left out of the joint communication platform between the faculties. Many
interviewees highlighted the lack of communication across the faculties at JU. By improving
communication, the employees could be able to receive social support within environmental
sustainability and therefore increase their level of engagement. This could be social support
through communication with people who are actively engaged, or social support through a
raised awareness of there being employees with similar values, increasing the level of
psychological safety to engage in these issues. By providing effective communication, all
faculties can work equally with environmental sustainability. The larger the volume of
engagement, the bigger the impact: “It starts with the single individual, you cannot point fingers on
anyone else, you need to start where you stand. It also a question of volume. If we are many enough,
then things will start happening.”- Manager 5

Performance & engagement appraisal & feedback
Kitzawa & Sarkis (2000) and Stone (2000) both pointed that a supportive culture works as a
method to engage employees. Few findings were related to performance & engagement
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appraisal and feedback as they referred more to an overall culture of the faculty rather than
specified management activities. An open and friendly environment where one could freely
express one's thoughts and give and receive constructive feedback to each other was identified
as the main finding within performance & engagement appraisal and feedback. It can be
assumed that this can be used to stimulate safety among the employees to open discussions and
to engage in environmental sustainability.

5.2.3 Contagiousness
In many cases of engagement, the findings related back to the contagiousness of the engagement
of others. Several interviewees had previous experience of the direct impact of the engagement
of others as it had increased their own engagement in environmental sustainability.
Additionally, one interviewee believed that his/her engagement had “rubbed off” on individuals
involved in his/her work at the organisation. When analysing the findings, three sources for
contagiousness emerged at JU; (1) top management team, (2) sustainability champions and (3)
co-workers. The top management team differentiated from the two other sources. In terms of
sustainability champions and co-workers, their actions of engagement directly related to
environmental sustainability being contagious. These were actions such as leading discussions
concerning environmental sustainability, digitizing their work and including others in research
and events, as expressed by Employee 9: “Working with her [the sustainability champion] does
engage me. Because we're having this conference in the autumn, so we’re organising a conference
where a lot of these sustainability issues are thought of and all that type of things.”

While the same applies to TMT, they cause an additional contagious effect on others when
displaying engagement in terms of providing already engaged employees with more time and
giving the sustainability champions visibility. Simply by signaling that the TMT values the
existing engagement of some employees it can further stimulate engagement of other
employees. N-Manager 4 was one of many interviewees highlighting the positive perception of
the allocated working time for the board members in the JUSD network: “[...] the dean put some
time for those teachers to do those things and it is lots of things that feels very good about the network.
If they got some time to do [more], because they are also having a tough time too, they could show much
more engagement and I think that could wake more both from students and staff [...]” while Manager

7 had recognized the visibility of the sustainability champions: “The initiatives taken within the
responsibility of the sustainability champions are given quite substantial visibility and sponsorship from
the top management and leadership team.”
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There also appears to be a reversed connection. When environmental sustainability initiatives
are not valued, this can cause a negative effect on the employees. N-Employee 2 implied that
he became pessimistic towards the organisations’ engagement in environmental sustainability
when a sustainability course was removed. He/she declared that the overall perception changed
due to this action, since environmental issues no longer seemed to be valued by the
organisation: “[...]when they got rid of that class [course within environmental sustainability].
Because to me that signaled that it just wasn’t important to have a class where you were training the
teachers, everybody who’s trying to become a teacher that actually can have a serious impact of how
people think about sustainability.” - N-Employee 2

5.2.4 Summary, concluding remarks and developed model
When analysing the findings, psychological availability emerged as the main inhibitor for
employee engagement at JU for employees and managers both within and outside the JUSD
network. Hence, none of the employees or managers fulfilled all of Kahn’s three conditions as
antecedents for employee engagement. It was further clear that the main motivation for all
employees and managers within the JUSD network is personal interest in the issues. Two
activities within the element of engagement facilitation emerged as necessary steps in the
engagement management model, rather than being supporting activities of engagement, namely
(1) knowledge and (2) communication. Therefore, it would be more logical of derive them and
pose them as two necessary steps included in the model, in order to manage the employee
engagement towards environmental sustainability at JU. By integrating knowledge and
communication as individual steps in the engagement management model, the extended model
is specified to managing employee engagement towards environmental sustainability at
universities. An additional part has also been added to the original model, namely the
contagiousness of engagement, including (1) TMT support, (2) sustainability champions and
(3) co-workers. This appears to have a direct effect on employee engagement and should be
highlighted separately, as it is not a step in the process of managing engagement, but rather an
independent factor impacting engagement. The extended engagement management model is
presented in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2. The Engagement Management Model towards Environmental Sustainability

Source: The authors (2019)
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6. Conclusion, Contributions, Limitations & Future Research
In this chapter, the research questions will be answered using the results in the analysis. Additionally,
the theoretical and practical contributions of this thesis will be presented, after which an evaluation of
the limitations will be considered. Lastly, areas for future research will be provided.

6.1 Conclusion
This thesis has researched employee engagement related to environmental sustainability in
Swedish universities. The subject was chosen due to the lack of in-depth knowledge regarding
the management of employee engagement towards environmental sustainability and the critical
importance of universities being stakeholders for the society. Therefore, the purpose of this
thesis was to examine the role of employee engagement in environmental sustainability
development and explore the management practices related to employee engagement within
this area of research, using the example of Jönköping University. The findings support that
employee engagement plays an important role in environmental sustainability development and
further provides several implications for the management of employee engagement in
environmental sustainability.

RQ 1. What is the role of employee engagement in the development of environmental
sustainability in Swedish Universities?
The empirical findings imply that employee engagement plays an important role in the
development of environmental sustainability in Swedish universities, as those actively working
towards this showed high degrees of employee engagement towards environmental
sustainability. Kahn (1990) proposed that high degrees of employee engagement results in
increased performance, which can be supported by the findings even when relating employee
engagement to environmental sustainability development, as those highly engaged have
through their engagement developed a network working towards increasing the environmental
performance of JU. This is further supported by the analysis, which additionally shows that
employee engagement alone is not the only factor contributing to environmental sustainability
development. Other factors, such as personal interest, shows to be connected to the motivation
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to work with environmental sustainability development, and the authors therefore propose that
even if employee engagement plays an important role, environmental sustainability
development cannot be achieved by employee engagement alone.

RQ 2. In what ways can management practices in Swedish Universities be used to achieve
employee engagement towards environmental sustainability?
The empirical findings show that even if the management practices related to employee
engagement towards environmental sustainability are not established, those employees already
working with environmental sustainability development are highly engaged. This engagement
shows that even if the management practices were present but not established, other factors
contributed to their engagement, such as increased knowledge and effective communication.
Therefore, the authors propose that by integrating increased knowledge and effective
communication into the engagement management model developed by Gruman & Saks (2011),
it provides an efficient foundation for managers at universities to engage their employees
towards environmental sustainability. Furthermore, by adding contagiousness of engagement
as a direct and explicit part of the process, it provides a holistic view of how engagement can
be affected.

RQ 3. How can employee engagement management contribute to an increase of
environmental sustainability performance in Swedish Universities?
The authors have decided to move the third research question for future research of how
environmental sustainability performance can be increased by employee engagement
management. By testing whether the additional steps in the engagement management model are
effective towards employee engagement in environmental sustainability, it can generate
important insights for researchers and practitioners as this question could confirm och reject
the additional steps in the extended engagement management model.

6.2 Contributions
This thesis is one of few studying employee engagement towards environmental sustainability
in Swedish universities, and therefore provides several contributions, including managerial,
theoretical and ethical contributions.
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Managerial contributions
This thesis increases the understanding of the topic for all managers and practitioners concerned
with developing environmental sustainability at universities. Furthermore, this thesis maps out
the important aspects to be considered when managers try to increase the environmental
sustainability development of the universities as it displays the motivation for engagement in
environmental sustainability at universities. Not only does this advance the academic
understanding of the topic but it also provides a good foundation for managers and practitioners
working towards having employees with an increased engagement in environmental
sustainability. Hence, the extended engagement management model provides helpful guidelines
for managers and sustainability champions as they try to increase the engagement towards
environmental sustainability among employees at universities.

Theoretical contributions
This thesis clarifies the role of employee engagement in environmental sustainability at
universities and illustrates what drives employees to be engaged in environmental
sustainability. Therefore, this thesis contributes to the debate of employee engagement among
researchers providing clarity to the concept regarding its importance in environmental
sustainability development. As little previous research has addressed employee engagement in
environmental sustainability in-depth, especially in the context of universities, this thesis has
aimed to fulfill that gap. Additionally, the focal point of this thesis has been employee
engagement in environmental sustainability, and even though the focus has been towards
environmental sustainability, it contributes to the employee engagement literature. More
specifically, employee engagement literature within human resource management. As it
provides findings displaying the different factors impacting the engagement of employees, the
most common being psychological availability, this thesis further clarifies current literature in
employee engagement. Lastly, there are few existing models regarding the management of
employee engagement. Therefore, the extended engagement management model contributes to
the employee engagement management literature.

Ethical contributions
Lastly, students graduating from universities can have a large impact on the society in the
future, due to their future decisions emerging from what they have been taught in the
universities (Filho et al., 2015; Pearson, Honeywood & O’Toole, 2005). This thesis proposes
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that employee engagement plays an important role in environmental sustainability development
in universities. Hence, increased knowledge of how to manage employees at universities to be
more engaged in environmental sustainability can be crucial. Therefore, this thesis has ethical
contributions to the society’s future when considering environmental sustainability, as it
provides findings of what motivates employees to engage in environmental sustainability and
maps out the engagement practices that can increase employee engagement towards
environmental sustainability in universities. As environmental sustainability is such a critical
issue (Howard-Grenville et al., 2014), all theory regarding this issue is helpful for the future of
the society.

6.3 Limitations
One of the limitations of this thesis is that it is an in-depth study investigating one specific case
and does therefore not allow for comparisons on a larger scale. Additionally, by investigating
one specific case, the cultural diversity may be low due to a shared organizational culture.
Therefore, the answers of the interviewees pose a higher risk of being homogeneous. Another
limitation is that only managers and employees were concerned in the sampling process, due to
the focus of the research. Including students in the sampling could provide an additional
perspective on how students are affected by the environmental sustainability development at
the university, and indirectly, by employee engagement towards environmental sustainability.

The definition of employee engagement is surrounded by high degrees of ambiguity as it can
be defined in many different ways. By choosing one of over fifty identified definitions the
results could vary when using other definitions of employee engagement. Furthermore,
environmental sustainability can be perceived as a sensitive subject in the Swedish culture, as
the issues are highly present, and Sweden is an eminent country in environmental sustainability.
Therefore, having a less positive mindset towards environmental sustainability might be seen
as something negative. Hence, the authors cannot ensure that the interviewees have provided
transparent and entirely truthful answers. Additionally, as some of the interviewees are
colleagues to the tutor and examiner responsible for this thesis, it poses the risk of the answers
not being completely transparent, regardless of the confidentiality agreement ensuring that no
answers can be connected to the interviewees. Lastly, there is a limited number of models in
employee engagement management, and by using Gruman and Saks’s (2011) model as a
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foundation to investigate the engagement management at JU, one can still consider other
aspects in engagement management, which could result in different findings.

6.4 Future Research
The purpose of this thesis was to understand the role employee engagement in environmental
sustainability development in Swedish universities, through qualitative research using a single
case study. We therefore encourage researchers to further investigate the role of employee
engagement in universities, using several cases, in order to provide comprehensive findings of
why and how engagement towards environmental sustainability differs between universities.

We further encourage researchers to conduct similar studies in this field of research, including
the viewpoint of students in order to provide a broader perspective of how students are affected
by employee engagement towards environmental sustainability at universities.

Additionally, as university students will practice what they have been taught in the future,
environmental sustainability can be crucial to include both in the courses and the culture of
universities. Therefore, we suggest that future studies should examine what impact the
implementation of environmental sustainability in universities has on students and their future
decisions, and consequently, the society.

This study proposes that employee engagement in environmental sustainability plays an
important role in environmental sustainability development at universities, but also shows that
it is not employee engagement alone that impacts the degree of work towards environmental
sustainability among employees. Hence, we encourage future research investigating the other
factors impacting employees to work with environmental sustainability, such as interest in
environmental sustainability.

Since the third research question remained unanswered, future research can discover valuable
insights in employee engagement management by researching how employee engagement
management can contribute to an increase of environmental sustainability performance in
Swedish universities.
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When reviewing the findings, some interviewees relied on the sustainability champion's’ work
towards environmental sustainability development, rather than engaging in environmental
sustainability themselves. This contradiction further poses an interesting subject for research to
investigate whether sustainability champions hinders the active engagement of employees,
rather than encourages it.

Lastly, as few management practices for employee engagement towards environmental
sustainability have been established, we suggest more research on the topic. Consequently, we
encourage researchers to test the extended engagement management model towards
environmental sustainability.
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7. Additional Thoughts
This final chapter presents additional thoughts that arose during the course of writing this thesis,
thoughts that go beyond the purpose and scope of this thesis yet are valued as important by the authors.

When thinking about responsible environmental sustainability within organisations, the first
thought that arises is perhaps the efforts made by the organisations to reduce their greenhouse
gas emissions. An organisation that puts no or little effort to reduce its environmental footprint
would most likely be considered as highly irresponsible by the society. The logical perception
might also be that an organisation owning a large industry would have a higher responsibility
towards the society to engage in environmental sustainability initiatives compared to an
organisation providing different types of services, such as consulting firms or educational
institutions.

However, during the course of writing this thesis, the authors came across various literature
explaining the indirect impact of students in their future decisions (Filho et al., 2015; Pearson,
Honeywood & O’Toole, 2005). Additionally, when reviewing the interviews, the indirect effect
caused by students in their future employment was highlighted as the most important reason to
address environmental sustainability in universities, especially within education. However, this
was only highlighted by those engaged in the JUSD network (Sustainability Champion, NEmployee 2, N-Manager 4, N-Employee 8, N-Manager 10). Yet, during the past four years of
studying business administration, the authors came across one course dedicated to
sustainability, namely social sustainability of the economy in development countries. This
poses a question: is it as irresponsible for a university to graduate students having no or little
concern regarding environmental sustainability as it is for a company to have no or little concern
for its greenhouse gas emissions?
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9. Appendices
9.1 Appendix 1: Data Analysis
Coding of data

Data
“[...]the rector, was putting resources
to support, and give people who
worked in the network time to actually
work in it, it felt that it was more
serious so that was one motivation for
doing it; just a practical motivation
[...] and also general interests in these
kinds [environmental sustainability] of
approaches”. – Interviewee 2

“[...] I don’t think environment is my
first option. Because it doesn’t
truthfully bring me something in
return. Well of course it's nice to have
a clean lake and nice air to breath but
its too far a stretch to think if I do this
it affects this, you won’t see results
straight away.” – Interviewee 3

“I don’t feel inspired by doing my
work, I feel inspired by seeing results.
If I see that students are inspired, if I
see that employees are inspired and if
see change happening. The day I will
see people replanting this campus and
greening it, and also if we have visitors
coming and if we can inspire others,
then I’m happy you know. Then I see
some results.” – Interviewee 1

Coding

- Top management team
support
-

Interests

-

Results

-

Lack of interest
Psychological
Meaningfulness

-

Passion (interest)

-

Results
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“I would like to engage more in
environmental sustainability, but I still
feel limited by what I can impact [...] I
don't really see the opportunities, even
though I have read about it and
contributed to some environmental
plans and such.” – Interviewee 5

“I would say that I feel engaged
towards the aims that the institution
has towards environmental
sustainability- Interviewee 7

- Limited of causing
impact
- Can’t see opportunities
(knowledge)

-

Goals of organisation

“[...] maybe you find someone that’s
not so interested but they are not
against environmental sustainability.
We don’t have a lot of those persons
that would say that they hate this. I
haven’t noticed that in one single
person and that’s good. “ - Interviewee
4

Psychological Safety
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“I think the attitudes could be negative
if you had an unrealistic and
undifferentiated environmentalist that
does not value what is practically
possible and feasible in everyday life.
But we don't have that kind of person
here, not even that type of culture in
the coffee room. But I think the overall
attitudes are positive.” - Interviewee 5

“[...] as I have two small kids I’m
trying to focus more on what's
practical for me than thinking of the
environment first, so it doesn't come
first hand [...] to make my private life
work I don't have the time or energy to
put on these kinds of questions
[environmental sustainability].
Probably when the kids are older I can
do something but not at the moment
no”. – Interviewee 3

“It might be just from my particular
position, that i sort of work in every
single direction that there is so im a bit
frustrated that i can't prioritize
working with environmental
sustainability [...] but I just don’t have
the possibility to, because my work is
too much.” – Interviewee 6

-

Positive attitudes

- Time constraints due to
private life

Psychological Availability

- Time constraints due to
work
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“I can feel that i have bad conscience
about not being able to do more, but
JU still are limited in our work as we
really don’t have this direct work
towards environmental sustainability”
– Interviewee 5

“[...] frankly they asked me to join [the
JUSD network] and I said okay yeah
i'm interested in these questions so it's
still sort of engagement, it's not that I
had to do it from my position so it's
still that I would like to engage.” Interviewee 4

“Both missions and goals could be
very strong and helpful. I think that if
you have good goals that really
engage, then you think wow you would
love to work if you have visions and
goals you really feel is right to work
with.” - Interviewee 4

“I would probably not do it [engage in
environmental sustainability activities]
on my own but if my boss says the
whole department should do this then
of course [...]” - Interviewee

- Constraints based on
work

-

Psychological contract

-

(Interest – meaningful)
Performance Agreement

-

Goals

-

(Meaningful)

- TMT psychological
contract

3
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“I’ve been reflecting on my type of
leadership and I think I am what you
can call an authentic leader, because
I’m really driven by my values. I
believe I am quite charismatic and I
think charismatic leaders engages
people [...].” - Sustainability
Champion

“When I was first here it [engagement
towards environmental sustainability]
was up but then for me it really felt like
it went down hard when they got rid of
that class [course in sustainability]. To
me that signaled that it just wasn’t
important to have a class where you
were training the teachers, everybody
who’s trying to become a teacher, that
actually can have a serious impact of
how people think about sustainability
[...].” - Interviewee 2

“Maybe to give them time-space to
educate themselves in this maybe, and
not just digitalization and other
prioritized areas. And also use these
common conference things for
sustainability issues. And if they want
to go to conferences, or if they need to
educate themselves within this area,
which is probably new for them, and
maybe not within the discipline,
because it is as always
interdisciplinary, the sustainability
issues, then give them the opportunity
to do this and encourage it.” Interviewee
8

“I think that people know that
environmental
sustainability is a big part of our lives
and our future. And because they
sort of recognize the importance of it
but they lack the knowledge about it,
it is a daunting task to take on [...]” Interviewee 6

-

Leadership

-

TMT support

-

Decline in engagement

-

Knowledge

- (increased
psychological safety)

-

Lack of knowledge
Not feeling safe
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Engagement Facilitation

“For example that we have a network
for these kind of questions
[environmental sustainability] is one
really good way [to engage employees]
and that we are doing it at the central
level and all the schools are involved
[...] So I think it's good. They are
doing a good job.” - Interviewee 3

“I would like to have a very open and
friendly space where we could discuss
these things [environmental
sustainability] and be critical to
academic ideas without getting anger
and frustration from each other, but
just to develop our thinking [...] You
must have respect and think ‘what do
they say?’ So it’s always a matter of
mindset, to be open to yourself.” –
Interviewee 4

- Communication across
faculties

- Open and supportive
culture
- (increase in
psychological safety)
-

Appraisal and feedback

Appraisal & Feedback
“Yeah, one thing would also be that
coordination, central level
coordination, or clear coordination of
the activities and networks and all the
activities taking place can fall under
the hat of environmental sustainability
at the JU level is realized. So better
coordination and the alignment of
information. And people and
stakeholders involved in sustainability
activities is realized in order to say
‘okay, we're already doing this and
that, where do we want to go?’ To map
what are we doing.” - Interviewee 7

- Communication and
coordination across faculty
-

TMT

-

Feedback
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“No, it was actually my previous boss
who was a role model and began
several years before me, eventually I
decided to also change.” - Interviewee
5

“[...] the dean put some time for those
teachers to do those things and it is
lots of things that feels very good about
the network. If they got some time to do
[more], because they are also having a
tough time too, they could show much
more engagement and I think that
could wake more both from students
and staff so its really good what’s
happening right now at the network I
believe.” - Interviewee 4

-

TMT support

“[...] people take it very seriously and
as soon as you have sort of a champion
in your workplace who wants to drive
people to work with these things and
who shows you that it can be fun, it
can be engaging and it can be
motivating.” - Interviewee 6

“Working with her does engage me.
Because we're having this conference
in the autumn, so we’re organising a
conference where a lot of these
sustainability issues are thought of and
all that type of things.” - Interviewee 9

Contagiousness (new
emergent theme)

- Sustainability
Champion
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“Very much I believe strongly in
personal, that you take stand you make
your point yourself you dig inside here
and try to find ‘what do I believe in?’
And you go together to work and I
think that’s...when I say dedication I
think it's about dedication and
hopefully when you have a network
that when you have dedication it will
wake up others to be dedicated as well.
And grow the movement so to speak.” Interviewee 4
“I just applied for money to my
research [...] to study conceptions and
practices related to sustainability [...] I
had a colleague here who we were
working together in some classes and I
said ‘hey do you want to do this
research with me?’ [...] then in
participating with me in this research
she, I think, became quite engaged in
these topics and quite engaged in these
issues and by that same token the
teachers who were participating in this
research X became more sensitized to
questions about sustainability so that’s
how I, one way I engaged, selfishly
because its part of the research I do.” Interviewee
2

-

Co-workers
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Network Diagram

9.2 Appendix 2: Interview Questions

SUSTAINABILITY

NETWORK

NON-

CHAMPION

MEMBERS

NETWORK
MEMBERS

INTRODUCTION TO

Please describe your

Please describe

Are you aware of

THE JUSD

position in the

your position in

JU Sustainability

NETWORK

network and the

the network and

and Diversity

background of the

why you joined

network? Have

initiation

you had any
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contact with
them?

Please describe why

Please describe

the network was

your tasks in the

initiated.

network

Why was there a need
for the network?
What made you
realize that?

How was the network
formed?
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How did you receive
members for the
network?

What is the goal of
the network?

In what way did your
engagement towards
environmental
sustainability play a
role in the creation of
the network?
EMPLOYEE

Did you feel more

Did you feel more

Do you feel

ENGAGEMENT

engaged towards

engaged towards

engaged towards

environmental

environmental

environmental

sustainability after

sustainability after

sustainability?

starting the network?

joining the

If yes, why?

network? If yes,
why?
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What is your

What is your

How is your

perception of the

perception of the

perception of the

engagement of the

engagement of the

engagement

other network

other network

towards

members?

members?

environmental
sustainability of
other employees at
JU?

Do you think that

Do you think that

Do you think that

engaged network

engaged network

engaged

members are

members are

employees are

important for

important for

important for

environmental

environmental

environmental

sustainability

sustainability

sustainability

development? If yes,

development? If

development?

why?

yes, why?

Have you noticed an

Have you noticed

Have you noticed

increased

an increased

any changes in

engagement towards

engagement

JUs work towards

environmental

towards

environmental

sustainability outside

environmental

sustainability in

the network? If yes,

sustainability

the past years?

in what ways?

outside the
network? If yes,
in what ways?
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PSYCHOLOGICAL

Rank your three top

Rank your three

Rank your three

MEANINGFULNESS

heart issues

top heart issues

top heart issues

In what ways do you

In what ways do

Do you feel that

feel that you are

you feel that you

you want to

contributing to the

are contributing to

contribute (more)

environmental

the environmental

to environmental

sustainability of JU

sustainability of

sustainability

when participating in

JU when

the network?

participating in
the network?

PSYCHOLOGICAL

Are you satisfied or

Are you satisfied

Are you satisfied

AVAILABILITY

dissatisfied with the

or dissatisfied

or dissatisfied

amount of time

with the amount

with the amount of

dedicated into the

of time dedicated

time you dedicate

network at the time?

into the network

to environmental

at the time?

sustainability at
JU at the time?

What feelings are you

What feelings are

What feelings are

experiencing after

you experiencing

you experiencing

you have allocated

after you have

after you have

time into this work?

allocated time

allocated time into

into this work?

this work?
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PSYCHOLOGICAL
SAFETY

Do you experience

Do you

Do you feel any

any change in others

experience any

positive/negative

perception of you

change in others

reactions when

since joining the

perception of you

talking about these

network? If yes, how

since joining the

issues?

has it changed

network? If yes,

changed?

how has it
changed changed?

What have been the

What have been

What are the

attitudes towards

the attitudes

attitudes towards

your work with the

towards your

environmental

network within your

work with the

sustainability

social network at JU?

network within

among your

your social

colleagues at JU?

network at JU?

EMPLOYEE

Were there any

Were there any

Have you

ENGAGEMENT

specific models that

specific models

experienced that

MANAGEMENT

guided the

that guided the

your colleagues or

engagement process

engagement

managers try to

towards

process towards

engage you

environmental

environmental

towards these

sustainability? How

sustainability?

issues? In what

did you structure the

How did you

ways?

pursuit for

structure the

engagement?

pursuit for
engagement?
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When including

When being

Have you felt that

members in the

included in the

the management at

network, were they

network, were

JU has been

informed about the

you informed

motivated towards

expectations for

about the

environmental

accomplishment as

expectations for

sustainability and

members?

accomplishment

are trying to

as members?

develop the school
to be more
engaged in
environmental
sustainability?

How was the

How was your

What would make

engagement in the

engagement in the

you engage in

network facilitated?

network

environmental

facilitated?

sustainability?

Do you have any

Are there any

particular practices

particular

such as engagement

practices such as

appraisal and

engagement

feedback that

appraisal and

increases the

feedback that

members’ feeling of

increases the

trust and fairness

members’ feeling

within the network?

of trust and
fairness within the
network?
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Have you felt that the

Have you felt that

management in the

the management

network has been

in the network has

motivated towards

been motivated

environmental

towards

sustainability?

environmental
sustainability?

What have been the
major differences in
JUs work towards
environmental
sustainability before
and after the
network?
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